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One of the most difficult problems confronting the Governments of many countries is 
that of distributing the total capital available over the various forms of national invest- 
ment. Once the money has been distributed over the separate investment groups, the 
question arises as to which projects should be given priority within each group. In fact, 
the number of works to be executed is usually far greater than that permitted by the an- 
nual amount available for investment and the technical capacity for executing the work. 
Thus in the Netherlands the total area in need of land consolidation is some 1,500,000 
hectares, or about 70 % of the agricultural area, whereas at present about 30,000 hectares 
can be consolidated per annum. Since expenditure on land development operations 
during recent years represents almost half of the entire budget of the Ministry of Agri- 
culture and Fisheries, there is clearly a need for a “Longterm Programme for land conso- 
lidation” based on an order of priority, determined by objective criteria, among the 
projects to be carried out. 
The Central Land Consolidation Committee, which as a national administrative body 
advises the Minister of Agriculture on land consolidation work in the Netherlands, 
therefore made a study, at the latter’s request, of the principles of a priority scheme for 
land consolidation. The results of its study, which was partly based on a survey carried 
out by a special Working Party, were submitted to the Minister in October 1958 in a 
report of nearly 200 pages. The Committee requested that the Longterm Programme 
should be published in Dutch and English; the former in order to make a contribution 
towards forming opinion on this aspect of agricultural policy in the Netherlands, and 
the latter in order to promote an exchange of views on an international level on the 
measures required for improving the structure of rural areas. 
The full report was published in Dutch. The present English version, with summaries 
in French, German and Spanish, is very abbreviated and specially adapted for a non- 
Dutch public. Those sections and data which were not regarded as essential for explain- 
ing the method by which an order of priority of land consolidation projects was deter- 
mined, and for drafting the resultant Longterm Programme, have been omitted. 
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Mr. E. Denig of the Government Service for Land and Water Use, assisted by Mr. R. 
Maris, assistant secretary of the Working Party, was responsible for recasting the Dutch 
report into this foreign version, the publication of which has been undertaken by the 
International Institute for Land Reclamation and Improvement, Wageningen. 
The Chairman of the Board of Management of the Inter- 
national Institute for Land Reclamation and Improvement, 
A. w. VAN DE PLASSCHE, 
Director-General of Agriculture, 
Netherlands Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. 
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INTRODUCTION 
There are several reasons for the decision to issue this publication. 
In the fìrst place it is the first attempt made in the Netherlands to determine an order of 
priority for a group of government investment projects (i.e. the land consolidation 
projects). An order of priority must of necessity be established in the Netherlands, 
because the need for land consolidation greatly exceeds the financial and technical re- 
sources available for this purpose. 
Secondly - unlike the usual procedure adopted in many other countries - the social 
situation is treated as an independent determining factor in the priority scheme. 
The decision to publish a foreign edition does not imply that the authors are unaware of 
the shortcomings attached to this initial attempt to determine an order of priority; nor 
can the results be applied directly to other countries. 
In addition to the social factors, the “rate of return” has been included as a determining 
factor for the priority of a project. The “rate of return” gives an idea of the economic 
consequences of completed improvement projects. It is somewhat unsatisfactory, from 
the point of view of economic calculation, that cost factors, e.g. depreciation, operation 
and maintenance, have not been taken into account in the calculation of the “rate of re- 
turn”. In view of the limited time available for research, it was, however, difficult to put 
these magnitudes into a definite form. In any case, the method of approximation adopted 
was sufficient for the purpose - to establish a relative order of priority within a homo- 
geneous group of investments. 
INTERNATIONAL I STITUTE FOR 




1. THE NEED FOR A PRIORITY SCHEME 
There are many rural districts in the Netherlands in which it is becoming increasingly 
difficult to ensure a sound development. It is not only that the standard of living in rural 
areas still lags far behind that in urban centres, but a faulty agratian structure is an ob- 
stacle to efficient farming which must nowadays always be largely dependent on mecha- 
nisation and rationalisation. 
During recent decades this situation has led the Government to allocate part of its 
annual budget to the economic and social reconstruction of rural areas. In many cases, 
land consolidation has been found the best method of dealing with this problem, the 
reason being that in Holland land consolidation has developed from a simple technical 
process into a comprehensive re-organisation of the agrarian structure. 
The 1954 Land Consolidation Act offers opportunities to improve land development, 
agricultural techniques and socio-economic structure in districts forming single geo- 
graphical, economic and social units. The projects are based on a majority decision taken 
by a public vote of all owners concerned. The land consolidation process involves total 
reconstruction and renewal of the agricultural districts. Roads are constructed or im- 
proved, water utilisation is modernised, and straggling holdings are consolidated into 
units as large and rectangular as possible. Land consolidation may also be important 
outside the immediate agricultural sphere, for instance because land earmarked for 
public use in municipal development projects can be made available to these munici- 
palities against payment; where necessary, the same course is adopted for the con- 
’ 
4 Fig. 1. Land consolidation activities on 1st January 1960 
a. applied for 1,200,000 ha; 
Fig. 1 .  Situation du remembrement au fer Janvier 1969 
a. demand6 1.200.000 ha; b. en voie d’execution 240.000 ha; c. acheve 130.000 ha. 
Abb. 1. Stand der Flurbereinigung am 1 .  Januar 1960 
a. beantragt 1.2OO.OOO ha; b. in Ausfiihrung 240.000 ha; c. fertig 13o.OOO ha. 
Fig. i. Estado de la concentraci6n parcelaria en lo de enero de 1960 
o. proyeaadas 1.200.000 Has; b. en ejecuci6n 240.000 Has; 
b. under construction 240,000 ha; c. completed 130,000 ha. 
c. terminadas 13o.OOO Has. 
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struction of national or provincial highways and the formation of nature reserves and 
recreational areas. 
Abandonment of undersized farm units on a voluntary basis is facilitated by the fact 
that the farmer is able to sell his land on favourable terms. The land thus released, like 
that which becomes available after the departure of farmers to the new polders in the 
former Zuider Zee, is used to enlarge the remaining smaller holdings. Where necessary 
and feasible this is carried out simultaneously with industrialisation in or near the area 
concerned. Municipal water supply and electric power is provided, old farmsteads and 
slum dwellings are demolished and where necessary new buildings are erected elsewhere. 
Finally, a landscape plan with provisions for nature reserves and recreation is also an 
essential part of modem land consolidation projects. 
Both during the preparatory period and the execution and also during the first few 
subsequent years, particular attention is paid in the area to giving information on tech- 
nical subjects, agricultural economics, agrarian and social matters, and to other social 
welfare work. All these investments and activities bring new life to the district. Figure 1 
shows the areas in which such activities are carried out. It is particularly in the old, 
diluvial areas that a great many land consolidation schemes have been applied for and 
are being executed. 
During the past ten years far more land consolidation schemes have been applied for 
each year than could be dealt with. In addition, the number of blocks in which consoli- 
dation schemes are in progress is greater than the number completed. This is chiefly due 
to the fact that the work has made only very slow progress since World war 11. During 
the period from 1949 to 1958 an average of 12 blocks per annum were taken in hand, 
the area totalling 23,000 ha, whereas only 8 blocks with an area of 9,000 ha were com- 
pleted each year. It will, however, be possible to complete from 20,000 to 30,000 ha per 
annum in the near future. Even at this rate it will take several decades to improveall 
areas in need of consolidation. 
. 
Since the need of land consolidation is so greatly in excess of the financial and technical 
capacities of the executive authorities, it seemed very desirable to give consideration to 
the ranking of projects and the timing of their construction. The priority scheme of land 
consolidation projects which has been compiled for this purpose is confined to the pro- 
jects as such, viz. it is not based on a national economic comparison with alternative 
possibilities of investment for other purposes. 
There are two reasons for this. In the first place, the study was planned so as to comply 
with Parliament’s request to the Minister of Agriculture to draft a Longterm Programme 
for tand consolidation. In particular, a reply was requested to three interrelated ques- 
tions, viz. : 
a. what contribution can land consolidation make in future years to the development of 
agriculture and rural areas? 
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b. in what manner can priorities be assessed for the different areas? 
c. how can the purposes of land development policy be realised in future years? 
In the second place, the Central Land Consolidation Committee, which was instructed 
to draft the Longterm Programme, had no authority to investigate other possible uses of 
government funds, this Committee being a national administrative body which deals 
with land consolidation matters and advises the Minister on this subject. The members 
of the Committee are representatives of farmers’ organisations and of the Ministries 
concerned with the execution of land consolidation projects. 
It is important for every country, including the Netherlands, to be able to determine 
the order of priority of government investments. The survey * incorporated in the pre- 
sent publication indicates what methods may be adopted in order to equip agriculture in 
such a way as to make the highest possible contribution to the Dutch national welfare. 
Thus the Longterm Programme is an initial attempt in the Netherlands to determine the 
order of priority within u given homogeneous group of investments, i.e. land consolidation 
projects. 
The survey is valid only for the Netherlands and only for structural conditions and con- 
juncture obtaining at present. It would certainly not be possible for other countries to 
take over without modification the standards adopted, although it is possible that the 
approach suggested here will afford a practical basis for drafting agricultural priority 
schemes in other countries. 
* Based on the “Meerjarenplan voor ruilverkaveling en andere cultuurtechnische werken in Nederland” 
(“Longterm Programme of land consolidation and other land development works in the Netherlands”), 
The Hague, 1958. 
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2. PRE-REQUISITES FOR DETERMINING AN ORDER 
OF PRIORITY 
Before considering whether a given area is suitable for land consolidation, and, if so, 
how soon, three general criteria must be applied to it. In the first place, the farm-size 
structure must be such as to enable the project to be executed according to recognised 
standards of economics and planning. Secondly, the agricultural use of the land should 
be preserved for a considerable period. Thirdly, reasonable management of the land and 
works in their new state should be ensured after the land consolidation project has been 
carried out. 
2.1. THE FARM-SIZE STRUCTURE 
Western European agriculture, including that of the Anglo-Saxon countries, is charac- 
tensed by the family farm. Here, a farm is run by the father and the son who will succeed 
him, assisted, in some areas, by one or more hired labourers. Unlike eastern Europe and 
some parts of Asia, western countries see no need for collectivism, compulsory wntralised 
co-operation, or far reaching co-operative management of farms. Since World war I1 
there has, however, been a rapid decrease in the number of very small agricultural holdings 
in America, Britain and the continent of Europe. This is accompanied by an increase in 
the number of small and medium size farms, and, in Europe, by a slight decrease in the 
number of large estates. As figure 2 shows, this process is also in full swing in the Nether- 
lands. 
The evolution of this process is of the greatest importance for land development projects 
in rural areas since various investigations have shown that in many cases labour pro- 
ductivity on small farms is lower than on large farms, while costs are higher. It is a fact 
that there is not always an optimum combination of the production factors of land, 
capital and labour on small farms. Only the larger agricultural holdings are usually able 
to adapt their production technique to mechanised methods of working. From an 
economic point of view the contribution to the national product of much agricultural 
labour could be appreciably higher. Hence it is very important that the size of the farms 
should be such as to ensure efficient organisation both now and in the near future. 
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Development of the farm-size structure in the various farm-size classes since 1910 (> I hectare, 
chiefly engaged in  agriculture, excluding horticulture). 
Evolution de /'&endue des exploitations agricoles dans les divers ardres de grandeur des exploitations 
depuis 1910 (> 1 ha, /'agriculture comme profession principale. horticulture exclue). 
Entwicklung der landwinschaftlichen Betriebsgrassennruktur in den einzelnen Betriebsgrössenklassen 
seit 1910 (hauptberuflich bewirtschoftete landwirtschoftliche Betriebe > 1 ha, ohne Gartenbau). 
Desarrollo de la estructura dimensional de explotaciones agrícolas en las diversas clases por SU 
tamaño derde 1910 (explotaciones > 1 Ha. en las que el  cabeza de familia esta principalmente 
occupado en la agricultura, excluyendo la horticultura). 
Number 
of hectares 
1910 19M 1950 1950 
Fig. 2b. Development of the area of cultivated land in the various farm-size classes since 1910 (> 1 hectare, 
chiefly engaged in agriculture, excluding horticulture). 
Fig. b .  Evolution de la superficie des terres cultivks dans les divers ardres de grandeur d'exploitations depuis 
1910(> 1 ha, /'agriculture camme profession principale, horticulture exclue). 
Abb. 2b. Entwicklung der londwirtschaftlichen Nutzfliiche in den einzelnen Betriebsgrassenklassen seit 1910 
(houptbervflich bewirtrchaftete londwirtrchoftliche 5etriebe > 1 ha, ohne Gartenbau). 
Fig. 2b. Evolucidn de la zona de t ierra cultivable en las distintas clases de explotacidn por tamaño desde 
1910 (explotaciones > 1 Ha. de las cuales el  cabeza de familia est6 ocupado principalmente en la 
agrlcultura, excluyendo la horticultura). 
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Fig. 3. Number of farms of 1-10 hectares (of which the occupier is chiefly engaged in agriculture) per) 
1 ,O00 ha of cultivated land (per .,agricultural area”). 
Fig. 3. Nombre des exploitations de 1 a 10 ha (/’agriculture comme profession principale) por 1.#0 ha de terres 
cultivCes (par ,&ion agricole”). 
Abb. 3. Anzohl der hauptberuflich bewirtschafteten landwirtschaftlichen 5etriebe von 1 bis 10 ha je 1.ooO ha 
landwirtschoftlicher Nuufläche (je ,,Landhuzone”). 
fig. 3. Número de explotaciones de 1 a 10 Has. (cuyo propietario est& principalmente ocupado en la agri- 
cultura), por i .o00 Has. de tierra de cultivo (por ..zona agrlcola”). 
1- 5 60,200 50,400 84 
5-10 60,600 62,000 102 
1-10 120,800 112,400 93 
154 87 2.95 3.05 103 Ei 1 455 103 7.29 7.36 101 
620 609 98 5.13 5.42 106 
Thus in areas with many smallholdings land consolidation may acquire particula sig- 
nificance as an instrument of the desired farm enlargement. This would go a long way 
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Fig. 3 
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to solve the smallholding problem which since World war I1 has become increasingly 
crucial for Dutch agriculture. In view of the opinion of experts that land consolidation 
projects will not yield optimum results until the farms in their new state are sufficiently 
large, there is every reason to include farm size as a factor in the priority scheme. 
In the priority survey the upper limit of smallholdings (of which the occupier is chiefly 
engaged in agriculture) is tentatively put at 10 hectares. Figure 3 gives a national survey 
of the number of farms of 1 to 10 hectares. 
This number is per 1 ,O00 hectares of cultivated land. If the number of smallholdings were to be expressed 
as a percentage of the total number of farms, the average farm size in the area would not be taken into 
5tccount. An area with, for example, 20% 1-10 hectare farms but also having relatively many large farms 
would, kom the point of view of farm enlargement, afford ditTerent prospects from the same type of 
area without SU& large farms. By taking as the criterion the number of smallholdings per 1,OOO hectares 
of cultivated land, it is possible to express these differences. 
In Holland the average number of 1-10 hectare farms per 1,OOO hectares cultivated land 
is 53. It is fairly certain that in future the farm-size structure of areas with mere than 
50-60 smallholdings will be subject to considerable change. On the other hand, areas 
in which less than 50-60 smallholdings are found will be less subject to change. 
In areas with more than 50-60 farm of 1-10 hectares per 1,OOO hectares one should 
proceed very cautiously with regard to projects chiefly resulting in intensification. Thus 
the measures undertaken should not be conservative in character, &t positively directed 
towards improving the farm-size structure. In order to accelerate the process of reducing 
the number of smallholdings, it will be necessary to promote the following measures in 
such areas: 
1. During the period in which agrarian, economic and social improvement plans are 
being prepared one should examine whether industrial employment can be created 
or increased in or near the area in question. 
2. All means should be employed to equip both the occupiers of the smallest farms and 
their potential successors and other children for a non-agricultural profession by 
instruction, training, re-training, and social guidance. 
3. By offering farmers holdings in the new polders, the abandonment of local farms 
should be made easier. 
4. The land thus released should be purchased by the Government and can already be 
provisionally allocated to farmers who are certain to remain in this occupation in the 
years to come and operate a larger farm on a profitable basis. 
5. Depending on the success of the measure above, it would then be possible to draft 
a plan for agrarian reconstruction which would point in the direction of a complete 
land consolidation project. 
In areas with less than 5060 f u r m  of 1-10 hectares per 1,OOO hectares it is possible to 
carry out a complete plan of land consolidation, provided, of course, that there is a cause 
w, 
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for it on other grounds. In this case there is no special need for an alteration of the farm- 
size structure, although also in these areas the aim should be to reduce the number of 
undersized farms by suitable means. 
It is anticipated that the trends of development indicated in figure 2 will be continued 
in the future, possibly to an even greater extent if we assume that the number of farms 
smaller than 10 hectares will be halved. The actual development will depend, among 
other factors, on general economic conditions, and both the economic climate of Europe 
and that of the Netherlands will have an influence in this respect. 
It will be manifest that national and regional industrialisation policy is also bound to 
take account of these developments in the sphere of farm-size structure. Industrialisation 
policy should be directed towards areas which have agricultural labour surpluses already, 
or will have such surpluses in the future as a result of the predictable trend of population. 
Finally, all these factors will also influence certain aspects of physical planning and, in 
particular, there will be in rural areas radical changes in living and working environment. 
2.2. ASSURANCE OF AGRICULTURAL USE 
Before starting on a land consolidation scheme one must examine how a given area is 
designated in planning projects. In particular, one should investigate, for each separate 
scheme, whether it is reasonably certain that the area will continue to take part in agri- 
cultural production for some decades even after the improvement scheme has been 
carried out. There ate some areas which will be so extensively drawn into the sphere of 
influence of industrial, municipal, and recreational development that it would be unwise 
to make further substantial investments in improving their agrarian structure. According 
to the likelihood of non-agricultural use of an area, a decision should be made from 
case to case as to which type of work could still justifiably be carried out. Works with a 
short depreciation period such as drainage and improvement of small watercourses and 
ditches, are easily justified. The construction of farm roads, pumping plants and other 
works connected with land consolidation are justified, apart from other factors, only if 
the completed works will be serviceable for at least 30 to 40 years. Should this not be the 
case then a more rapid economic depreciation is required. Hence it will be necessary to 
make a careful choice of land development works in the vicinity of rapidly growing resi- 
dential, industrial and recreational areas. 
In the same way, a ceftain caution is necessary in areas of naturally poor soils. It is, 
of course, technically possible to convert poor wasteland into cultivable land or to im- 
prove existing poor cultivable land. But experience has shown that works are generally 
expensive in such areas and the operating costs per kilo of product reach a high figure. 
In such cases, afforestation would be a more correct approach, especially as it can be 
taken for granted that the area of woodland in the Netherlands must on no account be 
allowed to decrease, and that the still remaining area of wasteland should be protected 
by reason of its natural beauty or historical interest, or for the sake of recreation. This 
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does not mean that consolidation works cannot include incidental small-scale local 
regrouping of agricultural land, woodland and wasteland. 
Hence on the one hand, the result of market developments may well be that in the 
Netherlands the intensification of agriculture, which has greatly progressed during 
the first half of the present century, cannot continue indefìnitely. Possibly it should be 
stabilised or even re-directed. It would seem an imaginative policy to observe great 
caution in cultivating submarginal land or in making unproductive investments in sub- 
marginal land which is already under cultivation. On the other hand, there should be no 
hesitation, in future years, in taking suitable steps to increase the productivity of culti- 
vated land by improving the production factors, since it should not be forgotten that 
most parts of the Netherlands (viewed in a European context) are very well placed both 
as regards climate and external and internal production factors, while the knowledge and 
experience of the Dutch farmer will still bear comparison with those of his foreign 
counterparts. Moreover since all other countries are vigorously striving to increase 
agricultural production it is Holland’s duty to keep abreast of this development. 
2.3. THE NEED FOR GOOD MANAGEMENT IN THE NEW SITUATION 
In many cases the execution of land consolidation projects involves taking steps regarding 
the future management of completed projects. Thus the possibility of ensuring proper 
operation and maintenance in the new situation may even determine whether or not 
extensive works are put under construction. With regard to civil and land development 
works proper operation and maintenance, for instance on a municipal level, are pre- 
requisites. For this reason it may be desirable to reorganise entirely the maintenance of 
roads and waterways even before or during the execution of the project. Technical and 
administrative concentration is often necessary within newly established polder units. 
The radical change in the system of roads and waterways, the land register boundaries, 
and occasionally the site of many houses and farmsteads as well, may also make it 
desirable to revise the municipal boundaries of the reorganised agricultural areas. 
There are also many sectors of social, cultural and religious life in which every means 
should be used to derive the maximum benefit from the new situation. We may mention 
social welfare work, church work, technical, economic and social guidance given to the 
rural population, as well as all measures designed to provide sufficient employment 




3. TERMS O F  REFERENCE O F  THE PRIORITY SURVEY 
3.1. ORGANISATION 
It was stated earlier in chapter 1 that in 1954 Parliament requested the Minister of 
Agriculture to draft a Longterm Programme for land consolidation, a request which the 
Central Land Consolidation Committee complied with in 1958. To complete the picture 
it should be added that two minority statements were appended to .the original Dutch 
report in which the extent and speed of land consolidation were criticised, as were the 
observations on smallholdings. For the assembling and integration of the necessary 
information the Committee relied on a Working Party which in 1957 submitted a report 
on the principles underlying the order of priority of land consolidation projects. This 
Working Party did not carry out any new investigation, the emphasis being placed on the 
collation of existing material. The members of the Central Land Consolidation Com- 
mittee and of the Working Party are listed on pages 67-68. 
In view of the comprehensive nature of its work, the members of the Working Party were drawn from 
numerous quarters. It was a combination of practical experts, research workers and administrative 
officials. Its chairman was the Professor of Land Development of the Agricultural University of Wage 
ningen and its secretary the assistant secretary of the Central Land Consolidation Committee. The re- 
maining members of the Working Party consisted of 15 research workers, 5 officials from government 
departments concerned in land consolidation, together with 5 representatives from Ministries outside 
the agricultural sector. 
A substantial part of the work of the Working Party was prepared by a number of subcommittees which 
dealt with more or less independent subjects. The sub-committees included both members of the Working 
Party and other specialists. 
3.2. THE METHOD APPLIED 
In Holland, the most pressing problem in connection with government investments is 
that of determining the order of their priority. As explained in chapter 1, the aim of the 
present study is not to assess the importance of land consolidation projects as compared 
with other possible government activities, but solely to assign an order of priority within 
this particular group of investments. 
For the purpose of determining the order of priority of land consolidation projects in 




required investment costs (“rate of rerum”) is taken as a criterion and in addition the 
social situation is characterised by a system of points. Thus it will be seen that the deter- 
mination of the order of priority has both an economic and a social side. Before dis- 
cussing the system adopted a few general observations should be made. 
Naturally the determination of the “rate of return” does not mean that the national 
economic profitability of the project is thereby established. The general character of the 
information available on the areas requiring land consolidation which are covered by 
the survey sti l l  precludes any correct calculation of costs and benefits. In particular, there 
has not been sufficient analysis of the effect of this kind of project on fanning economy, 
but studies are being made on this subject. 
Meanwhile the aim is to change the “rate of return” to a criterion giving a better under- 
standing of the economic consequences of the project. A great deal of information, how- 
ever, is required for this purpose. In the first instance, there should be a detailed survey 
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of all direct benefits and costs of the land consolidation project both during the invest- 
ment and the operation period. This means that in future the maintenance costs and 
depreciation will also be taken into account, which is not the case in the method used at 
present. Moreover, there may be good reasons for including in the calculation the in- 
direct costs and benefits. Then there is the question of how to include in the calculation 
not only the private benefits but also the public ones, for instance those resulting from 
road construction in rural districts. Finally, such imponderables as the so-called “shock- 
effect” of land consolidation should also be taken into account. Practice has shown that 
after the execution of a land consolidation project farm management improves as a result 
of the change in outlook of the population (“shock-effect”). 
Despite the imperfections still attaching to the “rate of return” the method adopted is 
usable to draw up a rough order of priority. 
Opinions as to the need of land consolidation have differed widely from one period to 
another. Whereas in 1937 it was considered that 500,000 hectares (22 % of the total area 
of cultivated land) would be suitable for land consolidation, by 1951 an area already 
as much as twice this size was regarded as urgent. It is not surprising that land con- 
solidation requirements have grown over the years. On the one hand, a rational form of 
farming makes much greater demands on the production factors than was formerly 
the case, and on the other hand, post-war land consolidation has become a radical plan 
of agrarian reconstruction with important social implications. Moreover, as a result of 
modem means of communication farmers are in daily contact with new labour-saving 
methods which only yield a good profit in areas which have up-to-date equipment. The urge 
of the farming population to carry out land consolidation projects is exactly proportionate 
to the progressive ageing of the areas concerned. 
The above-mentioned estimates are taken from practical experiences and local expert 
knowledge. It then appeared necessary to arrive at an assessment based on more scien- 
tific premises. To this end, consideration was first given to the methods employed in 
other countries. 
In France the criterion to which an application for land consolidation is subjected is the possibility of 
extensive amalgamation of the various parcels of land. If land consolidation will lead to a reduction of 
more than 60 % of the number of parcels, the block is taken into execution. 
In Switzerland an important criterion is the average number of parcels to a holding. Land consolidation 
of level areas is usually considered urgent when there are three or more plots to a holding. Other factors 
are the distribution of the parcels over the area, the condition of the road system, and the necessity for 
resettlement. 
It is in westem Germany that the problem has been most thoroughly tackled to date. Since 1953 a great 
deal of information on the agrarian structure has been assembled on a municipality basis. The various 
factors are rendered comparable by employing different scales of points. The points allocated are added 
and the sum represents a provisional priority figure. This is finally corrected by numerous additions and 
deductions, e.g. for the number of smallholdings, the necessity for resettlement, and location in a develop- 
ment area. In this way a definitive priority figure is assigned to each municipality, and from this is derived 
the classification into three classes of priority. 
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In the case of Holland, where land consolidation comprises widely divergent operations, 
a joint evaluation of all components by means of a points system did not seem an at- 
tractive solution. What is particularly needed here is a method of assessment in which 
all the relevant factors can be weighed up against each other in a readily comprehensible 
way. As a starting point in the assessment of priority it is assumed that areas whose 
economic and social structure can be radical& improved for a reasonable investment outlay 
by means of land consolidation are regarded as priority areas. 
Disregarding the prices of the produce cultivated, the economic structure of agriculture 
is substantially determined by the production factors and the production techniques 
employed. Both are closely allied, and a high level of production technique can only be 
realised when the production factors are satisfactory. Under such circumstances the land 
development factors (including the farm-size factor discussed before) assume great 
importance. There is also a close relationship between the economic and social structure 
of an area. Generally speaking, a land consolidation project deeply iduences both the 
economic and social structure of an area, so that when determining the order of priority, 
one should not exclusively consider the economic and technical sides but make allo- 
wance also for social criteria. 
In conclusion, it should be emphasised that the method employed relates to arable andgrassland farming. 
The “rate of return” method cannot be employed for horticultural and forestry areas, the main reason 
being the lack of sufficient knowledge of all factors involved. The horticultural areas were grouped 
according to land development factors. In each precisely defined area it was determined to what extent 
present requirements could be met by means of land consolidation. A great deal of data was also assembled 
on the forestry areas, but owing to their minor importance few studies have been devoted in Holland to 
land consolidation techniques as applied to such areas. 
3.3. THE ASSEMBLING OF DATA AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE 
The inventory drawn up virtually covers the entire country. Land consolidation projects 
completed or taken in hand since the war are not taken into consideration, and this also 
applies to areas in which land consolidation would not have any real significance for the 
time being. The areas investigated are divided up into 750 “blocks”, each more or less 
constituting a unit from the point of view of land consolidation and forming compact, 
workable areas. In grouping these blocks, which were selected as being fairly well-de- 
fined topographical units, the aim has been to choose the boundaries in such a way that 
farms situated inside the block would have all their cultivated land inside the boundaries 
of the block. This is of great importance in carrying out a land consolidation project. 
For practical reasons no very large or very small blocks have been defined. The average 
area of the blocks is nearly 3,000 hectares and varies from 500 to over 10,OOO hectares, 
this being in accordance with modern land consolidation practice. In general the block 
boundaries do not coincide with the municipal boundaries. 
In order to be able to deal with all data assembled for each Mock it was first of all necasary to know 
how the blocks were distributed over the municipalities, soil classes, etc. Some 37,000 areas had to be 
determined for this purpose. The data required were recorded on punched cards, a method which proved 
very advantageous in the mechanical processing of the material. 
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The choice of criteria for determining the order of priority depends on whether sufficient 
quantitative data are available on the criterion concerned and whether its significance 
for the priority determination can be sufficiently clearly established. Generally speaking, 
the land development factors could be collated more easily than the social factors. 
In what follows, all data included in the priority scheme will be discussed. In the case of 
each factor it will be stated how the data were assembled and what significance is to be 
assigned to the factor in question. The factors differ so greatly that it was not found 
possible to express the significance of each factor in the same way and by means of the 
same unit. They are therefore artanged in two groups, viz. land development factors and 
social factors. Within each group the factors are expressed in terms of the same unit. 
The benefits and investment costs of the land development factors can be expressed 
diagrammatically in terms of money (“rate of return”). For evaluating the social factors 
a simple points system has been evolved. In the case of the latter factors it should be 
borne in mind that they differ from the land development factors in that not all existing 
defects will necessarily be eliminated by the land consolidation project. 
Although all data assembled have been processed block by block (see above, the figures 
in this report show the results for larger units, viz. per “agricultural area” (a larger unit 
used in the Netherlands for statistical purposes). This results in a better overall survey 
despite the fact that the 85 “agricultural areas” of Holland are by no means typical land 
development areas. Figure 4 which shows both the division by province and a general 
survey of soil types and land use will give a better idea of the whole situation. 
Finally, a survey of the criteria included in the priority scheme is given below. 
CRITERIA INCLUDED IN THE PRIORITY SCHEME 
LAND DEVELOPMENT FACTORS SOCIAL FACTORS 
(First group) (Second group) 
Parcelling and accessibility (a) 
- accessibility 
- size of the parcel 
- shape of the parcel 
- resettlement 
Income of farmers (e) 
Location in an economic development area (f) 
Location in an area which has an unfavourable 
Water utilisation (b) 
- winter groundwater level 
0-20 cm below surface 
- winter groundwater level 
20-40 cm below surface 
Soil improvement (c) 
- need for soil improvement 
Reclamation (d) 
- need for reclamation 
geographical situation (g) 
Number of slum dwellings (h) 
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I Fig. 4. Classification by province and approximate survey of soil types and land use. 
a. sea clay regions (arable farming) 
b. river clay regions (mixed farming) 
c. sandy soils (mixed farming) f. market gardening regions 
Repanition par province et aperçu général de la nature des terrains et de l’utilisation du sal. 
a. regions d’alluvions morines orgileuses 
b. regions d’argile de fleuve (multiculture) f. cultures maraichères 
c. terres sabloneuses (multiculture) 
Abb. 4. Einteilung noch Provinzen und globale Übersicht der Bodenonen und der Bodennuuung. 
a. Meerestongebiete (Ackerbau) d. Weideland 
b. Flusstongebiete (Gemischtkultur) e. Moorböden 
c. Sandböden (Gemischtkultur) f. Gemiisebau 
Clasificaci6n por provincia y examen aproximado de las clases de terreno y uso del suelo. 
a. zonas de arcilla maritima (tierras de cultivo) d. pastos 
b. zonas de arcilla de aluvión (cultivo mixto) e. terrenos cenagosos 
c. tierras arenosas (cultivo mixto) f. zonas de horticultura 
d. grazing regions 
e. peat districts 
Fig. 4. 
d. paturager 
(terres cultivées) e. sols tourbeux 
Fig. 4. 
3.3.1. Land development factors 
The primary aim of land consolidation is to effect an improvement in the agrarian 
structure. Accordingly, data were assembled on the parcelling and accessibility of rural 
areas, and on the need for better water utilisation, soil improvement, reclamation and 
resettlement. From the survey drawn up it can be inferred that there are extensive areas 
in Holland in which agricultural holdings have to contend with poor productivity caused 
by defects in the agrarian structure. 
After the data on the agrarian structure had been assembled, the significance of the 
relevant factors for the priority determination was assessed. This significance is derived 
from the economic and technical criterion that land consolidation is most urgent where 
great benefits may be obtained for comparatively low investment costs by improving 
the agrarian structure. The ratio between the nett annual benefits and the total investment 
costs is termed the “rate of return”. Expressed as a formula the definition would be 
R = BIC, where R = “rate of return”, B = nett annual benefits and C = total invest- 
ment costs, both in guilders per hectare. The nett annual benefits B are estimated as 
percentages of the expected gross income after the execution of the land consolidation 
project. They are not based on a farm-budget analysis and they are not reduced as a 
consequence of the increased costs for depreciation, operation and maintenance. 
The investment costs of land consolidation projects were estimated by the Government 
Service for Land and Water Use in Utrecht from experience gained in completed blocks. 
The estimates were based on the present-day, predominantly mechanical method of 
execution. The components are in dl cases distinguished, e.g. roads and bridges, drainage, 
soil improvement including land forming, reclamation, and building of farmsteads. As 
will be shown on page 51, owing to the schematic arrangement, the costs, although 
comparable as between regions, have been íked at too low an absolute figure. 
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Fig. 5. Totai benefits in guilders per ha per annum resulting from improvement of parcelling and accessi- b 
bility, water utilisation, soil improvement, reclamation and resettlement (per ,,agricultural 
area”). 
Fig. 5. Revenu total en florins bollondais par hectore et por on, por suite de l’amkliaration du groupement par- 
celloire et des focilités d’occbs, du rCgime des eaux, de I’oméliorotion du sol, du dkfricbement et du 
transfert de fermes (par ,,region ogricole”). 
Abb. 5. Gesomtgewinne in Gulden je ho infolge Flurzusommenlegung. Erschliessung des Geliindes, Verbesserung 
der Wosserfiihrung, Bodenverbeoserung, Urbormochung und Aussiedlung (je ,.Londbouzone”). 
Fig. 5. Beneficio total en florines por Ha. por año, como resultado de la mejora de la estructura y accesi- 
bilidad, administracibn de aguas, mejora del suelo, roturación y traslado de agricultures de un 
pueblo a nuevas edificaciones agrlcolas (por ,,zona agrícola”). 
On the basis of assumptions discussed below, the benefits accruing from land develop 
ment are related to the nett private economic advantages for the farmers. The nett 
benefit of the works carried out may result from a decrease in the costs level and an 
increase in the gross income, since land development works will usually have a good 
effect on both items. An increase in yield is often accompanied by a reduction in the cost 
per unit of product. It not only depends on the type of land consolidation, but in partic- 
ular on the farm size and the standard of farm management whether the emphasis falls 
on a reduction in the costs level or an increase in gross income. Both research and 
experience show that in either case labour productivity and profitability are increased. 
It should also be pointed out that the total nett expected benefit was estimated by 
summing the benefits accruing from the various land development operations (parcelling, 
accessibility, water utilisation, soil improvement, reclamation and resettlement). This 
method is based on the assumption that the various improvements have no effect on 
each other as regards the nett benefits. It is quite conceivable, however, that the benefits 
derived from, say, improved accessibility, are not fully realised until water utilisation 
has been improved. However, too little is known about the manner and degree to which 
the various land development factors influence each other (in other words, to what ex- 
tent there are interactions). Experience has shown that the method used resulted in too 
high an absolute level of benefits. 
As a result of the fact that the cost and benefit levels do not entirely correspond with 
reality, the figures obtained have only relative importance, e.g. for comparing projects. 
Figures 5 and 6 show that there is a marked regional diversity in the nett benefits and 
investment costs. Figure 5 summarises the total benefits per “agricultural area” to be 
anticipated from land consolidation. The dark colours denote areas in which the high 
benefits to be obtained render land consolidation attractive. Sometimes this is due to 
the parcelling and accessibility situation (provinces of South Holland and Guelderland), 
sometimes to the possibility of improving drainage (provinces of North Holland and 
Friesland). Most sandy areas have a low level of benefits, partly because, owing to the 
method of calculation, the existing low yields are reflected in the benefit level. In figure 6, 
the dark colours denote areas in which land consolidation requires a low level of invest- 
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1 Fig. 6. 
fig. 6. 
Total investments in guilders per hectare of parcelling and accessibility, water utilisation. soil 
improvement, reclamation and resettlement (per ,,agricultural area”). 
Mantant total des investissements en florins hollandais par hectare de I’amblioration du groupement 
parcellaire et des facilitts d’acds, du rbgime des eaux, amelioration du sol, dwrichement et transfert 
de fermes (par , , rbgion agricole”). 
Abb. 6. Gesamtbetrag der hestitionen in Gulden je ha bereinigter flächer für Nurzusammenfegung, Erschlies- 
sung des Geländes. Verbesserung der Wassefihrung, Bodenverbesserung, Urbarmachung und Aus- 
siedlung (je ,,landbauzone”). 
Inversi6n total en florines por Ha. de la mejora de la estructura y accesibilidad, administracidn de 
aguas, mejora del suelo. mturaci6n y traslado de agricuitores de un pueblo a nuevas edificaciones 
agrícolas (por ,,zona agrlcola”). 
Fig. 6. 
fairly good, e.g. most marine clay areas. The ratio between benefits and costs will be 
discussed in further detail in chapter 4. 
Parceiling and accessibility (a). The parcelling situation is a very important factor in the 
Netherlands. In designing the new polders a great deal of study and consultation is 
devoted to land forming. In a modern rational form of parcelling the farmstead is situated 
on a metalled road and on the land belonging to the farm. This land has generous di- 
mensions (for instance 300 x 800 metres) and a convenient rectangular shape. On the 
old-established land, however, farms are found which often consist of numerous small 
parcels scattered over a wide area and difficult of access via badly kept roads. 
On closer inspection it is found that the term “parcelling” may be resolved into the fol- 
lowing factors: the distance from the fields to the farmstead, the type and quality of the 
road network, the size and number of fields, as well as their shape. The situation of the 
farmsteads should also be included as a factor in parcelling in a wider sense. 
Assembling of data. The data relating to the distance from a number of fields to the 
farmstead were assembled by two bodies. Since 1952 the Laboratory for Soil and Crop 
Testing in Oosterbeek has been recording the distances from the sampled fields to the 
farmstead. This is done in order to ascertain to what extent fields too far removed from 
the farmstead are less well fertilised than those in close proximity thereto. In this way, 
distances were measured for over 200,000 plots of cultivated land sampled from 1952 
to 1955. The Laboratory has thereby made a random check, covering nearly 10% of all 
fields in the Netherlands. But this material could not be used without some modification, 
for it must be remembered that the method of sampling is not fortuitous but based on a 
deliberate choice made by the farmer who may be inclined to neglect sampling distant 
fields. 
Fortunately the material assembled could be checked by what is known as the “Pro- 
duction Level Survey” Carried out by the Research and Advisory Institute for Field Crop 
and Grassland Husbandry, Wageningen, Thanks to this survey the distance from the 
farmstead is known for nearly 3,200 fields scattered throughout Holland. In addition, 





it was possible to calculate the average distance of arable fields and fields laid down to 
grass. A comparison of these distance figures with those found by the Laboratory enabled 
correction factors to be established, by means of which the Laboratory’s mass of material 
could finally be processed. 
In Holland, the average distance thus calculated from the farmstead to the middle of the 
field is 1,100 metres (measured along the road). Grassland (1,200 metres distant) is 
usually somewhat more distant than arable land (1,OOO metres distant). This is particu- 
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larly striking in the northern and southern sandy areas and, to a somewhat lesser degree, 
in the central sandy areas. In these areas grassland is about one-and-a-half times as far 
from the farmstead as arable land. The difference is understandable: arable land is tra- 
ditionally found near the centres of population, whereas grassland is found on the more 
distant low-lying land. In any case, most fields in the Netherlands are nearer to the farm- 
stead than 2,500 metres. 
In recent years attention has been increasingly given to the construction of good road 
networks in rural areas, since the accessibility of the fields is largely dependent on the 
quality of the road, particularly where modem agricultural machinery is employed. 
Although a number of estimates have been made on this subject in Holland, the data 
were not sufticient to show the need for improvement. Hence with the co-operation of 
the Government Service for Land and Water Use an inquiry was made in more than 300 
municipalities having a network of farm roads which is representative of their neigh- 
bourhood. The length of the roads outside the built-up area was ascertained, the roads 
were distinguished according to their way of management and state of maintenance, and 
according to the type of metalling where applicable. The results were supplemented by 
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Fig. 7. Average size in heaares of the fields of farms with two or  mare hectares of cultivated land (per) 
..agricultural area”). 
Fig. 7. Etendue moyenne en hectare des parcelles des exploitations de 2 ha OU plus de terres cu/tiv&s (par 
,,region agricole”) . 
Abb. 7. Mittlere Parzellengrösse in ho von Betrieben mit 2 d e r  mehr ha landwirtschaftlicher Nutzflöche 
(je ..Landbauzone”). 
Fig. 7. Superficie media en Ha. de los lotes de las explotaciones con dos o más hectáreas de tierra 
cultivable (por ,,zona agrícoia”). 
estimates made by the Government Service for Land and Water Use on accessibility in 
municipalities not covered by the inquiry. 
The quality of the farm-road network is expressed by a figure according to a graduated 
scale of 1-5. The average situation in the Netherlands is designated by the figure 3. 
Figures 1 and 2 occur in areas with badly-kept farm roads or where farm roads are 
almost entirely absent. Figures 4 and 5 denote a quality of road higher than the national 
average. Road quality and road density do not always go hand in hand. 
In the province of North Holland, for example, a low road density (1 5 metres per hectare) 
may mean that the road network is assessed as good. The opposite is also found, viz. in 
the province of North Brabant where a dense road network (37 metres per hectare) has 
not resulted in good communication facilities. It is well-known that in this province, as 
elsewhere in the eastern and southern sandy areas, many farm roads are unsuitably 
aligned. 
Information about the size of thepel& and the number of fields to a holding is supplied 
by the 1950 and 1955 agricultural censuses taken by the Central Bureau of Statistics in The 
Hague. Both factors, particularly field size, are very important for the mechanisation of 
the farm. 
The list is confined to farms having 2 or more hectares of cultivated land. The average 
Dutch farm is found to have 4.3 fields of 2.5 hectares each, so that the size of the holding 
is 10.7 hectares. The sandy provinces usually have small fields. The greatest degree of 
fragmentation is found in the province of Limburg where the average holding has nearly 
9 fields of one hectare each. A favourable situation obtains, for example, in the marine 
clay area in the province of Groningen where holdings averaging about 25 hectares 
consist of two fields. A survey is given in figure 7. 
Unlike the position in certain other countries, comparatively little information is avail- 
able regarding thefield shepes found in the Netherlands. This factor could not be left out 
of consideration in determining the order of priority of land consolidation. Fields which 
are irregular in shape are usually an obstacle to high labour productivity in working the 
land and tending and harvesting the crop. This is also true, to a lesser extent, of narrow, 
elongated fields. 
With the co-operation of the Government Service for Land and Water Use a number 
of areas have therefore been defined within which the field shapes closely resemble each 
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Fig. 7 
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other. The percentage of irregularly shaped fields and the length/width ratio of the fields 
was specified by area. The number of irregularly shaped fields in the Netherlands averages 
40 % of the total number of fields. It is found that the largest number of irregularly shaped 
fields occurs in the old-established agricultural areas. Very elongated fields are en- 
countered, for example, in the grazing districts of the province of South Holland. 
Both the Zayout of the farm buildings and their situation with regard to the cultivated land 
are important for efficient land use. Serious deficiencies are found to exist in both respects. 
In land consolidation blocks where the farmsteads are concentrated along a dyke or in a 
village centre, it is often impossible to effect good parcelling without re-siting a number 
of farm buildings at more functional points. This not only enables the farmland to be 
grouped about the new farmstead, but more space becomes available for farms not re- 
sited and better overall parcelling is possible. Moreover, the resettlement enables old and 
bad farm buildings to be replaced. 
However, only a limited amount of experience had been gained regarding the quantita- 
tive need for resettlement in land consolidation projects. The Government Service for 
Land and Water Use has drawn up an estimate per block which suggests that there are 
still a great many farm buildings in need of re-siting. It is estimated that about 9,000 
farms, i.e. 7 % of the total number of farm centres taken into consideration, will be given 
a new location under the land consolidation projects. 
With regard to parcelling and accessibility, the inventory confìrms the practical impres- 
sion that on the whole the sandy areas present a worse picture than the clay areas. A 
summary is given in table 2 which lists figures for the Netherlands and for a number of 
provinces with good and with bad parcelling. 
TABLE 2. Some features of the parelling situation of Dutch farms 
farmstead 
farm 
Provinces of Provincm of Drente, 
Utrecht and N. Brabaot and I Groningen Limburg Nether lands (average) I 
1,100 metres 800 metres 1,300 metres 
2.5 hectam 5.8 hectares 1.5 hectares 
4.3 2.5 6.5 
Distance from field to 
Size of field 
Number of fields to a 
Sign i f i  c a n c e. Using the results of surveys camed out in other countries, a calculation 
is first made of the nett benefits obtained from applying the normal land consolidation 
technique to the average parcelling situation in the Netherlands. The next stage is to 
examine which benefits can be increased in the case of parcelling situations which differ 
from the normal. 
Surveys have been camed out in various other countries in order to ascertain the benefits 
expected from land consolidation. In such surveys the area concerned is analysed over a 
fairly lengthy period. The farms are taken as a unit and particular sections of farm mana- 
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gement are studied (changes in costs of production, labour requirement, stock, yield, 
etc.). Parcelling is always considered as a whole, as it is impossible to ascertain the effect 
of the various parcelling factors in isolation. 
This type of survey succeeds best when four conditions are complied with. In the first 
place, the land consolidation block should be an economic and geographical unit which 
is more or less isolated from its surroundings (e.g. mountain valleys in Switzerland and 
Germany). Secondly, not many other works should be constructed in addition to the 
improvement of the parcelling. A third requirement is, that the survey should extend 
over a fairly long period, say 15 to 20 years, thereby enabling the situation both before 
and after land consolidation to be analysed. Fourthly, the changes noted should actually 
result from improvement of parcelling, so that price movements should be eliminated, 
among other things. It is probably owing to these four conditions that a survey of this 
kind has not yet been completed in the Netherlands. Some examples of such surveys may 
be found in Switzerland and Germany, however (Refs. 1,2,3 and 4).* 
In the case of the average Swiss land consolidation project, it is assumed that the nett 
income will increase by 10 to 25 % of the expected gross income. In the case of Germany, 
the figure is 20 to 25 %. But the parcelling situations in Switzerland and Germany are 
undoubtedly inferior to the Dutch situation. Thus in Switzerland there are 10 fields to a 
holding (Netherlands 4.3), the field size is 0.6 hectares (Netherlands 2.5 hectares), and 
the distance from the fields to the farmstead 2,000 metres (Netherlands 1,100 metres). 
Hence under the average parcelling conditions obtaining in the Netherlands the nett 
benefit is rated at 10 % of the expected gross income. 
The next step is to ascertain how this 10 % is distributed over the various factors (acces- 
sibility, field size and field shape). This may be done by studying the effect of these 
factors on farm management, especially on yields and production costs, in comparable 
fields or holdings. To this end it is desirable that the fields or holdings should, if possible, 
differ only as regards parcelling. Of the three parcelling factors, the fullest information is 
available on the significance of accessibility. The significance of field size can only be 
inferred in relation to that of accessibility. Taking the total parcelling benefit as lo%, 
the significance of the field shape is derived as a balancing item from what was already 
found. 
Generally speaking, a greater distance results in increased costs of production. The 
reduction in distance resulting from land consolidation differs considerably from one 
region to another, but its average is only 10 % (maximum 25 %). But improvements in 
the quality of the road are more important for improved access to the fields. In fact, this 
leads to an “apparent” reduction in distance which is very important to farm manage- 
ment. In the Netherlands, modern land consolidation projects are increasingly developing 
in the direction of road networks which are not too dense and have a sufficiently solid 
road construction. Under the average conditions obtaining in the Netherlands the 
“apparent” reduction in distance resulting from the construction and improvement of 
* 1. W. Sommerauer. Betriebmirtshaftliche Auswirhngen und Erfolg der Bodenmeliorationen in 
2. W.Bangerter. Die wirtxhaftliche Bedeutung der Giiterzusammenlegung. Dis. Bern. 154 pp. 
3. F. von Bah. Betriebswirtschaftliche Grundlagen der Flurbereinigung. 77 pp. Stuttgart, 1950. 
4. F. Ertl. Die Rurber&igung in DeuWem Ram. Volkswìrtschajiliche Zeitfrogen, Heft 14, 140 pp. 




roads may be rated at 30 %. Accessibility (under average conditions and without resettle- 
ment) is therefore improved by 10 $- 30 = 40% in total. Thus an average field distance 
of 1,100 metres is reduced by 440 metres, which according to Swedish arable research 
(Refs. 5)* yields a nett benefit of 5 %. 
In many articles on land consolidation the average number of fields to a holding is 
regarded as a characteristic of fragmentation, but many experts are inclined to consider 
that the number of fields does not in itself affect the economy of a farm. The size of the 
farm (and hence the field size) are much more important factors. Moreover, the field size 
is a characteristic factor which is more readily manipulated. 
Consequently recent German and Swedish surveys (Refs. 1 and 6)* have concentrated 
onJieZd size. Under average conditions in the Netherlands, the field size is doubled by 
land consolidation. Taking this into account, it has been determined (e.g. by reference to 
Finnish surveys, Refs. 7)* that a nett benefit of 3 % may be expected in the Netherlands 
from the enlargement of fields resulting from land consolidation. 
Scarcely any research has been done on the sipfìcance which should be attached to the 
fîeld shape as an independent factor. In the first place, it is extremely difficult to separate 
shape from size, and secondly, an irregular shape does not lend itself well to quantitative 
representation. AU that is certain is that the effect of the field shape is smaller than that 
of the other parcelling factors discussed. Of the 10 % total benefit, 2 % remains to be 
attributed to the improvement of the field shape (on arable land) after allowing for the 
percentages for accessibility (5  %) and field size (3 %), so that this factor is actually rated 
as the lowest. The consensus of opinion is that the field shape is sti l l  less important on 
grassland, whereas the accessibility factor is more important. We thus obtain the fol- 
lowing summary (table 3). 
TABLE 3. Nett benefit (expressed as percentages of the expected gross income) to be expected from an 
improvement in the average parcelling situation in the Netherlands with the use of normal 
land consolidation techniques applied to arable and grassland 






The economic evaluation of the parcelling situation rendered possible by the figures in 
table 3, is essential for determining the order of priority. By adopting this method it is 
not the mere effect of land consolidation that is taken into account but the improvements 
5. G. Larsson. lllrtytandet av avstandet f d n  bruckningscentrum till intigojorden pB arbetsbehov, 
driftsformer och dri f t sdtat  (with a summary: the inffuence of the distance between the farm 
centre and the farm land upon the need of work, the kind of farming and the economic result). 
230 pp. Stockholm, 1947. 
1. See note, p. 37. 
6. E. Carlegrim. Om sambandet mellan fastighetstruktur och arbe.tskostnader vid n o m 1  jordbruks- 
7. S. Suomela. Peltojen sijainnin vaikutukse& maatilan talouteen (with a summary: on the influence 
drift. 179 pp. Stockholm, 1956. 
of the location of fields on farming). Acta Agralia Fennica, No. 71. Helsinki, 1950. 
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% of benefits yo of benefits 
Fig. 8a Fig. 8b 
Fig. 8. Expected net benefit from improvement of the accessibility (estimate of road system from 1 
(very poor) to 5 (very good)). 
a. arable; b. grassland 
Revenu net attendu de t'ambliorotion de /'acc&s (estimation du rtseou de chemins de 1 (tres mal) a 5 
( t r h  bon)). 
a. terres cultivtes; b. herbages 
Abb. 8. Zu erwarrende Reingewinne bei der Verbesserung der Zugdnglichkeit (Wemng des Wegenetzes von 1 
(sehr schkcht) bis 5 (sehr gut)). 
a. Ackerbau; b. Grunland 
Beneficio net0 calculado de la mejora de accesibilidad (estimacidn de la red vial de 1 (muy mala) 
a 5 (muy buena)). 
a. tierras de cultivo; 
Fig. 8.  
Fig. 8. 
b. t ierra de pastos 
brought about by the averuge Dutch land consolidation project (viz. 10% reduction in 
distance, improvement in the road quality, doubling of the field size, fields reduced to a 
predominantly rectangular shape). This does not make allowance for the manifold 
advantages to be derived from the re-siting of furmsteuds in a land consolidation project. 
In th is  case the improved facilities for farming result in certain direct benefits, Additional 
benefits are obtained in that it becomes possible to introduce a better parcelling pattern. 
These advantages are separately enumerated in the priority scheme. 
We will now consider what occurs in parcelling situations differing from the average, 
and where land consolidation techniques are used which are either more or lesscom- 
prehensive than those outlined above. 
As regards accessibility, the divergent conditions can be fitted into the scheme reasonably 
well. The results are listed in figures 8a and 8b. With the help of these figures it is possible 
(starting from an area with a given distance from field to farmstead and a given quality 
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Fig. 9. Expected net benefit from improvement of field size (arable and grassland). 
Fig. 9. Revenu net ottendu du fait de l'oméliorotion de lo superficie des porcelles (cultures et herboges). 
Abb. 9. Zu envortende Reingewinne bei Verbesserung der Porzellengrösse (Ackerlond und Criinland). 
Fig. 9. Beneficio net0 calculado de la mejora dei tama'io del lote (tierra de cultivo y de pastos). 
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A Fig. j# 
Fig. 10. Expected net benefit from improvement of the field shape. 
Fig. 10. Revenu net ottendu du foit de l'omdliorotion de lo  forme des porcelles. 
Abb. 10. Zu envortende Reingewinne bei Verbesserung der Porzellenform. 
Fig. 10. Beneficio net0 a obtener de la mejora de la forma del lote. 
of road) to see at once what benefit, expressed as a percentage of the expected gross 
income, will be obtained by reducing the distance by a certain length while simulta- 
neously improving the quality of the road. 
Example: In a land consolidation block in which grassland predominates the average distance from 
field to farmstead is 1,100 metres, and the quality of the roads is assessed as very poor (1). After the land 
consolidation project has been executed the average distance is expected to be. 1,OOO metres with a road 
quality of 5.  According to figure 8a the benefit would be: 
The influence ofjìeZd size on the nett benefit and especially on production costs, is very 
great in the case of small fields, but decreases rapidly with increasing size. This practical 
impression is confirmed by investigation, for example in Sweden (Refs. 6)*. Having 
regard to the size of farm most commonly found in the Netherlands (10-15 hectares), 
14 - 3.5 = 10.5%. 
See note, p. 38. 
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any question of enlarging fields of over 5 hectares is considered irrelevant. It is possible 
to see from figure 9 what would be the benefit from a particular enlargement of field size. 
Example: The average field size in a land consolidation block is 13 hectares. After land consolidation this 
is expected to be 3 hectares. According to figure 9 the benefit would be: 
21 - 15 = 6%. 
Hardly any exact information is available regarding3eld shape. From figure 10, which 
has been inferred from practical knowledge and agrees with table 3, it is possible to see 
what would be the benefit accruing from improvements of the field shape in arable and 
grassland areas. 
Example: 50% of the fields in an arable area are irregular in shape.. It is considered possible to reduce 
this percentage to 10 by means of land consolidation. According to figure 10 it would therefore be pos- 
sible to count on a benefit of 3 %. 
Water utilisation @). Regarding water conditions in the Netherlands, it is necessary to 
realise that most of the cultivated area is characterised by a very high groundwater level. 
Usually this level varies from 30-180 cm below surface while minor changes have great 
consequences on farming, dependent on soil type and land use. 
Assembling of data. For making the inventory of the need for improvement in 
water utilisation it was possible to rely on the national survey carried out from 1953 to 
1956 by the Netherlands Committee on Agrohydrological Research. 
Only one aspect of water utilisation was taken into consideration, viz. elimination of 
excess of water. The prevention of drought damage was ignored because present-day land 
consolidation projects only very rarely include concrete plans for this purpose. Should 
progress in the technology of water supply enable this aspect to be taken into conside- 
ration this may lead to considerable alterations in the order of prjority of land conso- 
lidation projects on elevated and dry sandy soils, for example. It will then be possible 
to include the relevant data in a separate schedule of the priority scheme (this information 
has already been assembled by the said Committee). 
The average groundwater table, measured in winter, has been selected as a yardstick for 
the degree of excess of water. The winter groundwater table is found to be the most 
important factor determining the amount of excess of water. A systematic record was 
made of the area of cultivated land where the winter groundwater level was between O and 
20 cm, and between 20 and 40 cm below surface during the period from 1953 to 1956. 
The survey showed that in a quarter of the cultivated area of the Netherlands the winter 
groundwater level rose to less than 20 cm below surface; at this season the land is marshy 
or even flooded. For over half of the Netherlands it was found that the winter ground- 
water level was less than 40 cm below surface. Figure 11 gives an approximate idea of 
these winter groundwater tables. These phenomena are most serious in the provinces of 
Friesland and North Holland, where 83 % and 65 % of the land respectively, has a winter 
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4 Fig. li. Areas having average winter groundwater tables of 0-20 and 20-40 cm below surface. 
o. 0-20 cm below surface; 
Fig. f f .  Superficie et niveaux phrhtiques moyens en hiver de O d 20 et de 20 b 40 cm sous le niveau du sol. 
a. O Ò 20 cm sous le niveau du sol; b. 20 Ò 40 cm; c. > 40 cm. 
Abb. 1 f .  Flädie mit mittleren Grundwasserständen im Winter von 0-20 cm und 2 0 4 0  cm unter der Erdoberfläche. 
a. 0-20 cm unter der Erdoberfläche; b. 20-40 cm; c. > 40 cm. 
Fig. 11. Superficie don niveles de aguasubterrheaen invierno a una profundidad mediade 0-20 y 20-40cm. 
a. 0-20 cm profundidad; c. z 40 cm. 
b. 20-40 cm; c. > 40 cm. 
b. 20-40 cm; 
Significance. The importance to be attached to the effect on productivity of a high 
winter groundwater table depends, among other things, on the land use and the soil type. 
Thus, whereas a winter groundwater level of 20-40 cm below surface need not be regarded 
as injurious on peat grassland, it would, in fact, be harmful on clay arable land. Hence 
for a proper interpretation it is necessary to know the soil types and the land uses in 
areas which have winter groundwater levels of 0-20 and 20-40 cm below surface. 
In drawing up an approximate schedule showing the effect of winter groundwater tables, 
reference was therefore made to a number of soil classes distinguished by the Soil Survey 
Institute of Bennekom. The arable/grassland ratio was estimated for each soil class, after 
which it was possible to calculate the yield loss for this soil class from yield/drainage-depth 
curves. The nett benefits from improvement can then be evaluated for each of the 750 
blocks. This is done by ascertaining the surface areas with winter groundwater levels of 
0-20 cm and 20-40 cm below surface, and the distribution of the various soil classes over 
these areas. 
Table 4 summarises, for a number of soil classes, the nett benefits anticipated from drain- 
age improvement. It will be seen that a winter groundwater level of up to 20 cm below 
surface is not regarded as harmful on sandy and peaty soils; the most serious injury 
occurs on marine clay and peaty soils with winter groundwater levels of less than 20 cm 
below surface. Owing to lack of data the nett benefits do not include the reduction in the 
costs of production and the reduced farming hazards which may result from eliminating 
the excess of water. 
TABLE 4. Nett benefit (expressed as percentages of the expected gross income) from drainage improve- 
ment in certain soil classes 
Winter groundwater level below surface i 0-20m 1 2 m c m  soil class 
25 
20 
25 I 20 Marine clay River clay Peaty soils Sandy soils 10 5 O O 
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Water control gives many benefits 
Soil improvement (c). By soil improvement is meant modifying the soil profile and topo- 
graphy by breaking up hard pans and by land forming. Soil improvements are sometimes 
only applied to a single plot, but the best method of forming large and smooth fields 
suitable for mechanical operations, is to deal with each of the areas lying between the 
new roads and waterways as one whole. Since 1950 a great deal of attention has been 
paid to this type of work in connection with land forming, especially in view of increas- 
ing mechanical farm operations. 
Assembling of data. According to an estimate made by the Government Service 
for Land and Water Use, 25 % of the total area of cultivated land considered is suitable 
for soil improvement in connection with land forming. Relatively the greatest opportu- 
nities are to be found in the eastem provinces of Drente and Overijsel where the mistakes 
made in former peat and heath reclamation areas can be corrected by soil improvement. 
In the west of the Netherlands there are areas in which a boat is the only mode of trans- 
port. It is also very important that these polders should be converted into areas accessible 
by road. 
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Significance. Although a fairly large number of scattered investigations have been 
conducted both in Holland and abroad into the effect of soil improvement on farm ma- 
nagement, they do not permit any clear conclusions to be drawn; both the methods 
employed and the results obtained differ too greatly for this purpose. There are many 
ways in which soil improvement may have a good effect on farming economy. Levelling 
an uneven field may decrease production costs (owing to improved workability and better 
possibilities for mechanical operations) and also favourably influence the yields. The 
same is true of breaking up hard pans. Finally, a small percentage of land may be gained 
by fìlling in ditches. 
Between 5 and 20% of the expected gross income has been taken as an estimate of the 
nett benefit accruing from soil improvement applied to a parcel of land requiring it. As 
in the case of parcelling, these benefits should be regarded as a combined decrease of 
costs and increase of gross income. In allocating these benefits it was remembered that 
such works are closely inter-connected with the land forming works carried out with the 
object of improving the size and shape of the fields. To avoid double accounting, the 
benefits derived from soil improvement exclusive of land forming are rated at 20 % when 
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only a small proportion of the works consists of land forming, and at 5 %  when this 
proportion is very high. 
Reclamation (d). Although Holland no longer has any extensive waste land suitable for 
bringing into production and it is equally undesirable to spend large sums on cultivating 
such land which is usually unsuited to agriculture, the reclamation aspect is nevertheless 
of some importance in determining the order of priority of land consolidation projects. 
Assembling of data. From the information available on the area and type of waste 
land in the Netherlands it is impossible to make a simple deduction of the possibilities 
of reclamation. The Government Service for Land and Water Use has therefore estimated 
the number of hectares of waste land which would be suitable for reclamation by virtue of 
its soil, topography and hydrological conditions. Hence this information is of a purely 
technical kind. 
According to these data, nearly a quarter of the waste land in the Netherlands (viz. 
50,OOO out of 200,000 hectares) could be prepared for production under land consolidation 
projects; this area is equal to that of the newly reclaimed North-East Polder. In the pro- 
vinces of Overyssel and Limburg it would be possible to reclaim even more than half the 
waste land. 
Significance. In the case of reclaimed waste land the yield expected after execution 
of the project can, in fact, be estimated by comparison with yields in the surrounding 
area. It is also possible to estimate the costs of production. Assuming that the land to be 
reclaimed is used for enlarging undersized holdings, the nett benefits of reclamation are 
defined in the land consolidation project. Starting from the assumption that a certain 
proportion of the labour force on smallholdings does not play a full part in the pro- 
duction process, the nett profit accruing from each 10 % of the surface area of the block 
suitable for reclamation is rated at 3.5 % of expected gross income from the block. 
3.3.2. Social factors 
It is nowadays accepted as a general principle that technical and economic considerations 
should not be the sole factors of importance in carrying out public works. This is parti- 
cularly true of land consolidation projects. For some time now there has been a lively 
interest in the Netherlands in the opportunities which land consolidation affords in the 
social field. Land consolidation may be an important starting point for improvements in 
the social situation in regions where the external agrarian production factors are sub- 
standard but where also numerous deficiencies exist in social and cultural life. Con- 
versely, experience has shown that where no measures have been taken in the social 
field, the opportunities afforded by land consolidation are not fully utilised. Conse- 
quently, characteristics denoting deficiencies in social development should also be in- 
cluded in the land consolidation priority scheme. 
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Although the importance of these aspects in a land consolidation project is sufficiently 
realised, there does not seem to be a practical method available for effectively designating 
social deficiencies. Generally speaking it must be admitted that the social factors dealt 
with below afford only a tentative picture of deficiencies in the development of society. 
The factors are all listed in the schedule on page 25. 
These factors can be assigned a place in the priority scheme only if they are grouped 
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points allocated to each factor, gives an impression of the social leeway. Emphasis was 
placed on the welfare of the agricultural population, because this is directly affected by 
the land consolidation project. But the latter may also effect an improvement in more 
general social factors such as the location of the area, the number of slum dwellings, and 
the number of connections to public utilities. There is, however, no particular scientific 
method that can be employed in order to assess the significance (number of points) of 
the various factors. It seemed reasonable to assign twice as many points to the average 
income of the farmers as to each of the remaining factors. Connections to public utilities 
are regarded as a single factor, so that half the usual number of points is assigned to 
each of the components (electric power system and municipal water supply system). 
The points are assigned on the basis of a division into categories. With the aid of the 
frequency distribution the 750 blocks are divided up into a “good” and “bad” half for 
each factor. Within the “bad“ half a further distinction is made between a “bad” and a 
“worst” quarter of the number of blocks. This results in a division into three classes in 
which O, 1 and 2 points are respectively assigned to the blocks. Thus, for each factor, 375 
blocks (“the good half”) are assigned O points, 187 (the “bad” quarter) 1 point, and 187 
(the “worst” quarter) 2 points. Since double significance is attached to the average in- 
come factor, in this case the numbers of points assigned are O, 2 and 4 respectively. 
It should be remembered that no absolute criterion is applied when working with the 
frequency distribution, and this is only proper inasmuch as it is impossible to give an 
answer, for instance, to the question as to whether the average income of the farmer is 
adequate or inadequate. The only consideration is whether the income in a specific area 
is higher or lower than the national average. This method cannot be followed when a 
block is situated in a development area, or in an area with an unfavourable geographical 
situation. In such cases, the block is assigned 2 points. If this is not the case, or only 
partly, it is assigned O or 1 point respectively. 
Hence a block belonging to the “good” half of the Netherlands in respect of all five 
social factors is assigned a total of O points. On the other hand, a block belonging to the 
c worst^' quarter of the Netherlands in respect of all five factors is assigned 12 points, 
which are made up as follows: 
Average income of farmers 4 
Location in an economic development area 
Unfavourable geographical situation 2 
Number of slum dwellings 2 
Connection to electric power systems 





This chapter will conclude with a consideration of the ways by which the data on social 
leeway were assembled. 
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h o m e  of farmers (e). Dutch agricultural policy is also greatly concerned with the 
less prosperous areas. Modern land consolidation can lead to a rise in the standard of 
living in rural areas with retarded development. For determining the order of priority 
a survey was therefore made of the average incomes of farmers. The figures are taken 
from the income statistics for 1950 of the Central Bureau of Statistics. 
An analysis of the statistical material shows that in the five sandy provinces the average 
income of farmers is lower than the national average. Seen superficially, Holland is 
divided into a more prosperous and a less prosperous half by a diagonal line running 
from south-west to northeast. The lowest incomes are earned in the central river region. 
Locution in an economic development area (f). Since 1951 a number of areas have 
been designated by law as “economic development areas”. In these districts there is a 
serious structural shortage of employment which can be overcome by means of indus- 
trialisation but not by migration. Hence a prime consideration is to promote industriali- 
sation by improving certain location factors. Meanwhile it has also been found that in 
these areas the entire social structure is in need of development. Attention should be 
paid in these areas, not only to industry but also to agriculture. Improvement and 
modernisation of agriculture should be vigorously promoted in the development areas 
if we are to prevent progress in this sector from lagging too far behind industrial ex- 
pansion. 
Location in a development area may be an important factor in determining the order of 
priority of land consolidation, since it is generally advisable to synchronise industrial and 
agricultural development projects so as to reduce the economic and social stresses which 
so often exist. Hence the location of a land consolidation block in an economic develop- 
ment area has a positive effect on priority. 
Location in an area which has an unjavourable geographical situation (g). Even in the 
Netherlands with its dense road system and frequent public transport connections, there 
are districts which are unfavourably located from a social and geographical point of 
view. They include both areas suffering from geographical isolation and areas whose 
geographical situation in relation to surrounding parts of the country results in social and 
psychological contrasts. For instance, the development of the new polders in the former 
Zuider Zee emphasises their contrast to the adjacent parts of the old-established land. 
For the population, such a location means an economic, social and cultural handicap. 
A modern style land consolidation project is occasionally the starting point for the modi- 
fication of an exceptional geographical situation. A number of unfavourably located 
areas are defined on the basis of information supplied by the Ministry of Social Welfare, 
The Hague. 
Number of slum dwellings (h). The policy of simultaneously tackling many problems 
related to land consolidation also brings in rural housing projects. It is often found 
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possible to synchronise land consolidation with improvements in the housing situation, 
and in districts with scattered settlements the removal of the non-agricultural population 
to the village centres often coincides with slum clearance. Both from the social point of 
view and from the point of view of rural economy it is desirable that the non-agricultural 
population should live in the village centres and not scattered over the land. Slum clear- 
ance may also coincide with the enlargement of undersized farms and the building of 
farmsteads. Moreover, the existence of a large number of slum dwellings in rural areas 
may indicate deficiencies in social development. Consequently the number of slum dwel- 
lings in the agricultural sector is to be regarded as a factor in determining the order of 
priority of land consolidation. 
The estimates of the number of slum dwellings in the agricultural sector were made with 
the assistance of the Ministry of Housing and Building, The Hague. These estimates 
are only of a provisional kind, one particular reason being the great difficulty of defining 
the term “slum dwelling”. It has been found that the need for slum clearance is part- 
icularly great in the three northern provinces and the central river region. 
Connections to public utilities (i). One result of the modem trend in land consolidation 
is the possibility of providing connections to public utilities, i.e. electric power and mu- 
nicipal water supply. Connection of farms to these public utilities is therefore also con- 
sidered a factor in the determination of priority. There has, in fact, been a steep rise in 
the demand for ,electric power in agriculture. Farms not connected to the power system 
can only share to a lesser extent in the process of rationahing and mechanising farming. 
Connection to the power system is also very necessary for modemising housekeeping. 
Of equal importance is connection to municipal water supply systems. It is true that there 
are disfricts in Holland with fairly good pump water, but as a rule, connection to muni- 
cipal water supply systems is desirable for social and hygienic reasons. 
In assembling the statistical material, use was made of the figures obtained in the 1950 
agricultural census of the Central Bureau of Statistics. These figures show that in the 
Netherlands three out of every four farms are connected to the electric power system, 
and that only one out of every three farms is connected to the water supply system. In 
both respects agriculture is very backward compared to other groups of the population. 
In the meantime, however, these deficiencies are fortunately being remedied to an in- 
creasing extent by the construction of various projects in this field. 
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4. ELABORATION O F  THE PRIORITY SURVEY 
4.1. RESULTS 
Figure 12 summarises the estimated investments and benefits of land consolidation for 
the whole country. According to the survey made, the total cost of investment in land 
consolidation in the case of the Netherlands is estimated to average f 2,760 per hectare. 
As an absolute figure this is probably on the low side. Three reasons may be adduced 
for this. In the first place, the estimate is not based on any detailed plans. Experience 
shows that in drawing up definite plans numerous details crop up which could not have 
been foreseen in an approximate evaluation. In the second place, wage and price increases 
have occurred since the estimates were made. Thirdly, certain costs have been purposely 
omitted from the estimate, either because they could not be assessed with any degree of 
accuracy or because they would make the “rate of return” factor less acceptable for a 
comparison between areas. Thus utility works, provisions relating to landscaping, 
recreation and natural science, together with certain administrative costs, settlement of 
claims, etc., were not included in the estimates. Having regard to this, a cost figure 
averaging f 3,400 per hectare is considered to be reasonable. 
According to the schematic calculation, the total benefits to be expected from land con- 
solidation in the Netherlands average f 310 per hectare per annum. Owing to the method 
used (as described on page 28), this amount is probably too high and has therefore only 
a relative significance. In allocating the benefits it was found possible to distinguish the 
benefits of soil improvement pure and simple from the benefits of the improvement of 
parcelling (field size and shape). Figure 12 shows that practically half the total profits 
are derived from improvements to parcelling and accessibility. 
The bar chart, which illustrates the “rate of return” of the various items, follows directly 
from the two pie charts in figure 12. Drainage improvement is the kind of land develop- 
ment with the best “rate of return”. This result agrees with experience gained in land 
development practice. Soil improvement, when it includes land forming, is the least 
advantageous kind of land development of the three main groups; this result is not at 
variance with practical views. 
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Fig. 12. National survey of investments and benefits of land consolidation. 
(a = water utilisation, b = accessibility, c = soil improvement, d = parcelling, e = other works, 
f = total) 
Fig. 12. Apercu national des investissements et profits  de remembrements. 
(a = régime des eaux, b = accessibilité, c = amélioration du sol, d = groupement parcellaire, 
e = autres travaux, f = total) 
Abb. 72. Londesiibersicht von lnvestitionen und Gewinnen bei Flurbereinigungen. 
(a = Wasserfiihrung, b = Erschliessung, c = Bodenverbesserung, d = Flurzusammenlegung, e = 
iibrige Arbeiten, f = total) 
Fig. 12. Sumario de inveniones y beneficios de la concentraci6n parcelaria en el pais. 
(a = administración de aguas. b = accessibilidad, c = mejora del suelo. d = mejora de la estruc- 
tura. e = otras trabajos. f = total) 
17% Fig. 121. estimated investments in land consolida- 
tion: f 2,760.- per ha; 
Fig. 12'. investissements prbvus en remembrements: 
florins hollandois: 2.760 par ha; 
Abb. 12'. veranschlagte lnvestitionen in Flurbereini- 
gungen = Hfl.  2.760. j e  ha; 
Fig. 121. inveniones calculadas en la concentracidn 










Fig. 1211. estimated benefits from land Consolida- 
tion: f 310.- per ha per annum; 
Fig. 121! profits prévus oprbs remembrements: florins 
hailondois: 310 por ho et por on; 
Abb. 12'1. veronschlogte Gewinne ous Nurbereinigun- 
gen = /if/. 310.- j e  ho undlohr; 
Fig. 12l1. beneficios calculados de la concentracibn 
parcelaria: 310 florines por Ha. al azo; 
*'rate of return" 
I 
a b C+ d e 
net annual benefit (- total investments Fig. 12111. specification of the ,,rate of return" 
Fig. 1Zn? dCterminotion de I'effet de I'investissement ( profit net annuel 
total des investissements 
( lohresgewinne 
Gesomtinvestitionen 
( total inversiones 
Abb. 12f11. Spezifikotion der lnvutitionsnuuung 
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4 Fig. 13. ,,Rate of return”, ratio of net annual benefits to total investments in land consolidation works 
(per .,agricultural area”). 
Fig. 13. ERet de l’investissement, rapport entre le profit net annuel et la totolitb des investissements en travaux 
de remembrement (por .,rCgion agricole”). 
Abb. 13. lnvestitionsnutzung, Verh(iltnis zwischen den aus der Flurbereinigung resultierenden johresgewinnen 
und den erforderlichen Gesamtinvestitionen (je ,,Landbauzone”). 
Fig. 13. Efecto de inversi&, relaci6n entre el benefkio net0 anual y las inveniones totala de la concen- 
tnc i6n  parcelaria (por .,zona agrfcola’:’). 
A regional summary of the “rate of return” is shown in figure 13 which is derived from 
figures 5 and 6. A dark colour denotes areas in which land consolidation is a favourable 
proposition on account of the high “rate of return”. This is the case, for example, in large 
parts of the province of Friesland and the western river clay area. A reasonable scale of 
investment is expected to lead to high benefits in these areas, particularly as the result of 
drainage improvements. The eastern sandy areas show poorer results than the northern 
and southem sandy districts because in all sandy soils the “rate of return” of drainage 
improvement is very low, and in the eastern part of the Netherlands improvements in 
accessibility do not lead to such good results as in the north and south of the country. 
Finally, it should again be pointed out that the deliniation by “agricultural area” by no 
means implies that each of these areas has a homogeneous agrarian structure. It will be 
understood that the division into 750 separate blocks has to be retained for the allocation 
Figure 14 gives a regional summary of the total number of points allocated to social 
leeway. A remarkable feature is the difference between marine clay and grassland areas 
on the one hand, and river clay and sandy districts on the other. This reflects both the 
low level of agricultural income in the south and east of the Netherlands and the isolated 
situation of the river area. 
of priorities. 
4.2. THE PRIORITY SCHEME 
Starting from the pre-requisites discussed before (chapter 2) and the priority investigation 
carried out (chapter 3), it í s  now possible, in Holland, to determine the order of priority 
of any land consolidation project. Three general conditions should be fulfilled, viz. : 
1. The farm-size structure of the areas should be such as to enable the work to be carried 
out efficiently from the standpoint of economics and physical planning. In particular, 
in areas with more than 50-60 farms of less than 10 hectares per 1,OOO hectares of 
cultivated land, the aim should be to increase the size of the holding before any land 
consolidation project can be considered. 
2. It should be fairly certain that the areas will continue to be used for agricultural pur- 
poses for the next 30 to 40 years. If this is not expected, it would be better not to invest 
large sums in these areas, and caution should also be exercised in carrying out land 
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4 Fig. 14. Aggregation of the point evaluations for the five different social factors (per ,.agricultural area”). 
Fig. 14. Somme des oppréciations chiffrées pour /es cinq facteurs socioux séparément (par ,,région agricole”). 
Abb. 14. Summe der Punktwerte fiir die fünf verschiedenen Soziolfoktoren (je ,,Londbouzone”). 
Fig. 14. Suma de las valoraciones de puntos para los cinco factores sociales distintos (por ..zona agrícola”). 
3. After the land consolidation works have been carried out, a reasonably high standard 
of operation and maintenance of the land and works in their new state should be 
guaranteed. 
When these conditions have been complied with the “rate of return” and social leeway 
are considered area by area. 
The method of calculating the “rate of return” provides useful criteria for comparing 
the economic and technical effect of the various projects. As stated on page 22, more 
extensive economic research on land development may improve the principles on which 
the “rate of return” is calculated, thereby adding to the value of the results. It is of 
practical importance that as a result of the systematic calculation of the “rate of re- 
turn” for the various concrete projects, the persons responsible for planning and exe- 
cuting land consolidation projects will deal more thoroughly with the question of pro- 
fitability. The drafting of alternative plans will stimulate the carrying out of properly 
thought out projects. 
The points system which was worked out for the social factors gives an idea of the extent 
of social leeway in each area. The lower an area falls below the national average, the 
sooner will it be earmarked for carrying out an entire land consolidation project. Apart 
from this, it is, of course, very important that other steps should be taken to reduce or 
do away with structural unemployment, the unfavourable geographical situation, the 
number of slum dwellings, and the lack of municipal water supply and electric power. 
In figure 15 all 750 areas surveyed (2 million hectares) are classified according to “rate of 
return” (horizontal axis) and social leeway (vertical axis). The horizontal axis has a scale 
division of O to 0.30, corresponding to the evaluation of the “rate of return” at the time 
when the data were collected. The vertical axis has a scale division of O to 12, correspond- 
ing to the evaluation of the social situation. The highest number of points denotes serious 
under-development in the entire social sphere. 
So far as possible, the projects to be executed in the near future should relate to areas 
with considerable social leeway and the highest “rate of return” figures, viz. those in the 
top right-hand side of figure 15. In the second instance it will be necessary to tackle both 
areas with a high “rate of return” and a slight social leeway, and districts in which the 
social situation is poor but no high “rate of return” can be counted on. 
For these reasons a line has been drawn in figure 15 from a point on the horizontal axis 
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4 Fig. 15. ,.Rate of return” and social leeway in the 750 blocks (2 million hectares). 
Fig. 15. €Ret de I’investissement et retard social dons les 750 zones (2 millions d’ho). 
Abb. 15. lnvestitionsnutzung und sozioler Riickstond in den 750 Blocks (2.OW.OGU ho). 
Fig. 15. Efecto de inversidn y atrasado social en las 750 zonas (2 milliones Has.). 
“rate of return’’ of 0.05 and a social leeway of 12. Even in areas which have the worst 
social situation it is not considered justified to construct works with a “rate of return” 
of less than 0.05. In such areas the first essential is to undertake measures lying outside 
the agricultural sphere. In order to eliminate a margin of uncertainty in the basic data, 
a comparatively narrow band is drawn instead of a single line. 
It will be seen, therefore, that areas situated to the right of the blue band and totalling 
500,000 hectares (25 % of the total area of cultivated land dealt with) are in urgent need 
of improvement. This applies to 300,000, 500,000 or 700,000 hectares respectively, de- 
pending on whether line I, I1 or I11 is selected. Areas to the right of the black line but to 
the left of the blue band are admittedly urgent, but not to the same extent as the areas in 
and to the right of the blue band. A total of 1,300,000 hectares (65 % of the total) are 
situated to the right of line IV which connects the point denoting a “rate of return” of 
0.15 and a social leeway of O with that denoting a “rate of return” of 0.05 and a social 
leeway of 6. Areas situated to the left of th is  line, having an area of 700,000 hectares 
(35 %), are in no urgent need of land consolidation. 
The advantages of working with such a system of co-ordinates are its clarity and flexi- 
bility of use. Any modification of the importance to be attached to the “rate of return” 
or the social leeway can be incorporated in a simple way by changing the gradient of the 
line. This system can also be applied to other countries provided sufficient statistical 
data are available. In conclusion, it should once more be pointed out that figure 15 is 
based on data assembled between 1955 and 1957. In future, each project will be sepa- 
rately evaluated with reference to the “rate of return” and the social situation expected 
to result from the improvements outlined in the project at the time it was submitted. 
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5. LONGTERM PROGRAMME FOR LAND CONSOLIDATION 
PROJECTS 
5.1. FUTURE POLICY 
The future land consolidation policy in the Netherlands aims at a vast increase in 
rationalisation, the gross national agricultural production remaining at approximately 
the same level. The land development works should therefore be selected in a purposeful 
manner. This means no further reclamation of cultivable land of only middling quality 
and no costly water supply and soil improvement works. It will, however, be necessary 
to carry out accessibility and parcelling works as well as farm enlargement projects 
which are adjusted to the industrial development. Operations intended to restrict the 
excess of water may also be carried out, as these in particular lead the way to further 
mechanisation and reduce the harvest hazards. The increased production resulting from 
these operations will be about cancelled out by the decrease in production due to farm 
enlargement. Finally, the policy adopted also provides for complete abolition of the 
social leeway in rural areas. 
In order to determine the ranking of projects and the timing of their construction in the 
years to come it should first be reaiised that the equipment of rural areas is subject to 
deterioration. In recent years this deterioration has been a steadily accelerating process. 
It is estimated that of the total area of 2 million hectares of cultivated land investigated, 
200,000 will be appropriated for non-agricultural purposes. When it is further considered 
that at present some 300,000 hectares are already well equipped, it follows that in future 
1,500,000 hectares of cultivated land will need reequipping. When the problem was 
approached from the standpoint of “rate of return” and social leeway it was found that 
at present 1,300,000 hectares are in urgent need of land consolidation (see page 57). 
Having regard to the deterioration, it can be assumed that in 20 to 30 years’ time there 
will be a further 200,000 hectares in urgent need of consolidation. Consequently, these 
areas will then lie to the right of the black line, so that the total will likewise be 1,500,000. 
On the basis of these considerations the Netherlands land consolidation programme should 






therefore be put at 1,500,000 hectares. For the Longterm Programme three possible ver- 
sions have now been evolved which would enable this area to be consolidated by 1990, 
2000 or 2010 respectively. The corresponding vote programme is shown in table 5; allow- 
ance should be made for the fact that the work is executed over a period of 10 years after 
being approved by vote. In connection with growing experience, allowance has been 
made for increasing capacity in the first few five-year periods. Thereafter a reduction 
has been made in view of the gradual execution of operations. The years above the white 
space represent a definite 10 year programme which will be worked out in greater detail 
later; for the years below the white space the figures are merely a provisional objective. 













































The question arises, what financial and personal consequences are connected with the 
execution of these programmes. Assuming that the average costs of land consolidation 
are f 3,400 per hectare (see page 51), the annual mount of investment for the period 
1960-1970 can be calculated. 
An annual increase in labour productivity of 3 % has been allowed for. Allowance has also been made 
for the fact that approval of a vote programme is not reflected in the volume of investment until 2 to 3 
y m  afterwards. The subseguent period, in which the investment works are actually carried out, consists 
of an initial, peak, and completion period, covering about 5 to 6 years in total. Allowance has further 
been made for the completion of land consolidation projects already in execution, and for a gradual 
adjustment of the annual vote p r o m  to the average assumed for each five-yearly period. The 
amounts &o include the proportion refunded to the State by the owners concerned (about 30 to 40% 
of the construction costs). No account is taken of any wage and price increases. 
In the case of programme 1 (completed by 1990), the amounts invested over the period 
1960-1970 are calculated at f 160 million per annum, in the case of programme 2 (com- 
pleted by 2000) at f 123 million per annum, and in the case of programme 3 (completed by 
2010) at f 110 million per annum. Based on the State budget for 1958, this is respectively 
65, 50 and 45 % of the budget amount allocated to the Ministry of Agriculture. 
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As to which programme should be carried out in the next ten years, this is a matter for 
the Government to decide in consultation with Parliament. Although programme 1 
would obviously produce the most rapid results, arguments could be adduced in favour 
of carrying out programme 2. The arguments relate mainly to operational equipment. 
The authorities concerned in preparing and executing land consolidation projects are 
partly government departments, partly private institutions. The actual land consolidation 
work in situ is done by contractors and land development societies, the work of govern- 
ment departments being confined to supervision and management. The remaining works, 
such as drafting and elaboration of plans, co-ordination of various interests, consultation, 
drafting of legal documents, and land register, land survey, financial, administrative and 
legal measures, are mainly the responsibility of official bodies. 
These government departments, as also the private institutions, would be able to develop 
programme 1 only if they were expanded. With their present composition and with the 
increased capacity expected it would be possible to carry out programme 2. 
Since the execution of programme 3 would promote the development of rural areas only 
to a slight extent and the results achieved would not outweigh the progressive deteriora- 
tion of these areas, it would seem that programme 2 is the most suitable for putting into 
execution. 
5.2. REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION 
In the past the regional distribution of land consolidation activities in the Netherlands 
has been rather unequal. Nor is the need for landconsolidation the same in every part 
of the country, as the priority survey shows. This was to be expected, having regard to 
the fact that the various agricultural districts differ greatly as to economic structure, age, 
origin and development and the nature of their soil and terrain. If the province is taken 
as a unit, figure 16 illustrates the provincial distribution of the area of 500,000 hectares 
which the survey has shown to be most in need of land consolidation. In Zealand in par- 
ticular, where since the war and the flood disaster a large part of the cultivated land has 
been laid out afresh, land consolidation according to area is clearly no longer an urgent 
matter. 
It is certainly desirable for land consolidation activities to be distributed over the country 
in a rational way. Excessive concentration in specific areas may lead to problems of 
various kinds. For instance, in periods of unemployment it is essential that numerous 
places scattered throughout the country should provide suitable means of employment. 
In periods of excessive strain on the labour market it is also an advantage for the work 
to be spread as this enables the labour required for the operations to be drawn from 
areas which still have labour available. 
A certain degree of provincial distribution is also important for the executive bodies. 
The official bodies, such as the Cadastral Land Consolidation Service and the Govem- 
ment Service for Land and Water Use, have an organisation which is spread over the 
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4 Fig. 16. Distribution by province of the area of 500,000 hectares most urgently in need of land consolida- 
tion. 
O total area of cultivated land 
Fig. 76. Répartition par province de lo superficie de 500.000 ha oyant en premier lieu de plus grand besoin de 
remembrement. 
O superficie totale des terres cultivées superficie nécessitont le plus en remembrement 
Abb. 76. Verteilung der Fläche von 5oO.OOO ha, die hinsichtlich der Flurbereinigung in der ersten Dringlichkeits- 
stufe stehen. 
O gesomte londwirtschoftliche Nutzfläche 
Fig. 16. División provincial de la superficie de 500.000 Has. que están en mis urgente necesidad de con- 
centración parcelaria. 
O superficie total de tierra cultivable superficie m h  necesitada de concentración 
area most in need of land consolidation 
B vordringlich flurbereinigungsbediirftige Fläche 
parcelaria 
and Reclamation Society and the Grontmij Ltd (Land Improvement and Reclamation 
Company). Other industries concerned in carrying out land consolidation projects are 
also distributed over the country to a certain extent. It will therefore be clear that this 
is a further reason why the spreading of land consolidation projects is to be favourably 
regarded. 
5.3. EMPLOYMENT ASPECTS 
During recent decades land development works have also changed substantially as re- 
gards the employment aspect. At first the relatively simple works involved were construct- 
ed by manual labour. Since the war, the nature of the operations has been modified in 
two ways. In the first place, mechanisation of land development work has assumed large 
proportions. Whereas the wage costlmaterial cost ratio was formerly 1 : 2+ it is now 
about 1 : 3 i .  Secondly, the nature of land development has been greatly modified by the 
switch-over from employment schemes to normal independent labour. The following 
figures illustrate the great difference between a project executed by predominantly 
mechanical means and one executed by manual labour. For a land consolidation project 
the production per man per annum by the predominantly mechanical method is f 20,000 
(the cost per man per week is f 400), whereas it is f 9,OOO (weekly cost f 180) by the manual 
labour method. 
The primary purpose of a land consolidation project is to make a long-term contribution 
towards the solution of land development, farming economy and social problems, al- 
though the employment situation should certainly also be taken into account in exe- 
cuting these works. This can be done in three ways. 
1. With good programming the rate of execution of land consolidation projects can be 
speeded up or slowed down within the legal procedure. If the normal construction 
period for a land consolidation project is put at five years, it will be possible for this 
period to vary from four to six years without too much difficulties. This means that 
the works can be speeded up or slowed down by a maximum of 20 %. In this way the 
labour requirements can be substantially adapted to the labour market. 
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2. Within certain limits the construction methods can be varied by employing more or 
fewer machines or a smaller or greater number of hands. In general the work will be 
mainly constructed by mechanical means since this has a favourable effect on the costs 
level. Moreover, there are various operations for which mechanical methods are to 
be preferred for social reasons. But among the very complex land consolidation ope- 
rations there are undoubtedly some which are adapted to both mechanical and 
manual methods. 
3. In carrying out land consolidation jt is possible to take account of seasonal un- 
employment, particularly among agricultural labourers, firstly in the sense that they 
can be enlisted provided the execution of the land consolidation works has been 
properly prepared, and secondly by reducing the actual land consolidation works to 
the reasonable minimum and not going beyond the rational re-grouping of the parcels 
of land. The individual fields can then be completed after consolidation by the farmers 
and their labourers during a period in which there is less agricultural work. 
For the successful development of many areas further industrialisation in or near the 
area concerned is needed in order to round off the land consolidation project. In the case 
of areas with a great deal of concealed agricultural unemployment, industrialisation 
should even precede land consolidation. It should always be borne in mind that after 
the works have been completed land consolidation helps to supply additional labour, 
firstly because completion often releases persons who previously came under the category 
of concealed unemployed, and secondly because land consolidation itself (including 
farm enlargment) promotes the mechanisation and rationalisation process in agriculture. 
A number of agricultural workers will then seek work in non-agricultural occupations. 
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CENTRAL LAND CONSOLIDATION COMMITTEE 
AND WORKING PARTY 
In 1958, when the report was submitted, the Central Land Consolidation Committee was constituted 
as follows: 
Chairman 
A. W. VAN DE PLASSCHE, Director-General of Agriculture. 
Deputy Chairman 
B. A. A. ENGELBERTINK, Representative of farmers’ organisations. 
Members 
Dr. D. BURGER, Representative of the Ministry of Housing and Building. 
J. VAN DE KERK, Representative of the Ministry of Transport and Waterways. 
S. M. MEELKER, epresentative of the Ministry of Finance. 
Professor G. J. VAN OORDT, Representative of the Ministry of Education, Arts and Sciences. 
A. L. WILKESHUIS, Representative of the Ministry of Home Affairs. 
J. D. DORST, Goes 
H. KIKKERT, Zeist 
L. TROOST, Hoofddorp 
Deputy members 
H. BOSMAN. Haarlem 1 
Representatives of farmers’ organisations. I 
Representatives of farmers’ organisations. I G. J. M. EARINK, Almen Y. VAN DE WAL. Zwolle 
J. W. WELLEN, Tilburg 
Advisory members 
K. W. BOONSTRA, Director Finance Division, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. 
J. PH. ELZERMAN, Chief Inspector, Government Finance Inspection Department. 
Professor F. HELLINGA, Professor a t  the Agricultural University. 
F; W. HONIG, Director Horticultural Division, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. 
J. F.  EN, Land Register Inspector. 
P. -OP, Director of the State Labour office. 
J. E. VAN LEEUWEN, Legal and Industrial Organisations Division, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. 
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F. W. MALSCH, Director of the State Forestry Service. 
B. E. J. M Y ~ ,  Major, Corps of Engineers, attached to the Directorate of Buildings, Works and Sites. 
Miss J. M. C. R o m ,  Clerical Officer, Ministry of Transport and Waterways. 
D. TIGGELAAR, Vice-President, General Agricultural Workers Union. 
H. T. TJALLEMA, Director Division for Arable and Grassland Farming, Ministry of Agriculture and 
Fisheries. 
N. M. Zm, Secretary of the Land Use Committee of the Board of Agriculture. 
Secretary 
S. HER-, Director of the Govemment Service for Land and Water Use. 
Assistant Secretary 
A. RIENKs, Deputy Director of the Government Service for Land and Water Use. 
On the completion of their activities in 1957 the composition of the Wortdng Party was as follows: 
Chairman 
Professor F. HELLINGA, Central Land Consolidation Committee. 
Members 
Dr. C.  VAN DEN BERG, Institute for Land and Water Management Research. 
TH. A. DE Bom, Research and Advisory Institute for Field Crop and Grassland Husbandry. 
G. J. TER BRUGGE, Government Service for Land and Water Use. 
Dr. D. BURGER, Government Service for Physical Planning. 
F. J. A. DECHERING, Laboratory for Soil and Crop Testing. 
Dr. W. H. VAN DOBBEN, Institute for Biological and Chemical Research on Field Crops. 
H. D u ~ s n u ,  Agricultural Economics Research Institute. 
Dr. TH. J. FERRARI, Institute of Soil Fertility. 
G .  VAN DER FLIER, Central Directorate of Housing and Building. 
Dr. J. F. M. HAANS, Soil Survey Institute. 
Dr. G. HENDRIFCS, Ministry of Social Welfare. 
J. G. M. IGNATIUS, Central Bureau of Statistics. 
J. F. ILSEN, Cadastral Land Consolidation Service. 
J. M. JACOBS, Horticultural Division, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. 
Dr. A. W. G. KOPPEJAN, Central Planning Bureau. 
S .  F. K ~ E R S ,  Division for Arable and Grassland Farming, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. 
Dr. A. MARIS, Agricultural Economics Research Institute. 
Dr. W. M. OTTO, Government Service for Land and Water Use. 
G. A. OVERDIJKINK, State Forestry SeMce. 
J. Pon,  Government Service for Land and Water Use. 
P. VAN DER SCHANS, Directorate of Employment. 
D. W. STOLP, Horticultural Division, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries. 
Dr. A. P. A. VINK, Soil Survey Institute. 
W. C. VISSER, Institute for Land and Water Management Research. 
Secretary 
A. R”, Central &d Consolidation Committee. 
Assistant Secretmy 
R. MARIS, Institute for Land and Water Management Research. 
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RBSUMB 
PROGRAMME DE PRIORITE: DE 
Aux Pays-Bas, les pouvoirs publics consacrent 
me part du budget à la modernisation des 
contrées rurales. 
A cette fin, le remembrement se trouve consti- 
tuer, dans de nombreux cas, le mode d'inter- 
vention le plus approprié car un remembre- 
ment effectue une rénovation totale du do- 
maine agraire. Chemins et voies d'eau sont 
cri% OU améliorés; on regroupe les parcelles 
dispersées des exploitations. L'agrandissement 
des exploitations est au& envisagé, quand i1 se 
trouve à la fok possible et souhaitable. Par 
ailleurs, l'habitat est amélioré, ce qui donne 
lieu a l'installation de réseaux de distribution 
d'eau et d'énergie électrique. Les problkmes 
d'expansion communale et d'industrialisation 
régionale sont aussi examinés. Cette activité 
multiforme s'exercx partout am Pays-Bas (íìg. 
1, Page 10). 
Les besoins de remembrement étant bien plus 
importants que les possibilités techniques et 
financières annuelles des organismes d'exécu- 
tion, une enqdte a dû &re faite pour établir 
l'ordre de priorité souhaitable pour I'exécu- 
tion des travaux. A cet effet, un programme 
&éral de remembrement pluriannuel a été 
etabli. Ce programme pluriannuel fournit les 
d o m b  initiales pour la détermination de la 
priorit6 d'urgence à l'intkrieur du groupe ho- 
mogèm des investissements. 
REMEMBREMENTS EN HOLLANDE 
Le programme de priorité résume les connais- 
sances et l'expérience en un système qui, ra- 
tionnellement, est actuellement applicable aux 
Pays-Bas. Les conclusions ne peuvent être 
directement applicables à d'autres pays, mais 
le systkme élaboré peut toutefois offN une 
base de départ aux déterminations de prioritk 
en d'autres pays. 
CONDITIONS P R ~ A L A B L E S  
Avant de juger du degré d'urgence du remem- 
brement d'une certaine contrée, celle-ci doit 
être examink sous l'angle de trois critères gé- 
nérales : 
En premier lieu, la structure dimensionnelle 
des exploitations doit justifier l'entreprise. Aux 
Pays-Bas, tout comme ailleurs en Europe 
occidentale OU dans les pays anglo-saxons, a 
lieu une diminution rapide du nombre des très 
petites exploitations agricoles (fig. 2, page 15 ; 
tableau 1, page 16 : changements dans le nom- 
bre des petites exploitations dont le chef fait 
de l'agriculture sa profession principale). I1 
est possible, sans que naturellement cela soit 
certain, que les terres libérées au cours de 
cette évolution passent au profit d'autres 
entreprises plus petites. C'est ce qui se pro- 
duit quand les autorit& favorisent ce pas- 
sage, dans le cadre d'une opération de remem- 
brement. Dans les contrées aux nombreuses 
petites exploitations, le remembrement peut 
donc être l'instrument d'une évolution particu- 
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litre vers un agrandissement des fermes. Par- 
tant de là, i1 y a lieu de prendre la dimension 
des exploitations comme facteur de détexmina- 
tion de la priorité (fig. 3, page 17). Dans les 
contrées de plus de 50 à 60 exploitations de 1 à 
10 ha pour 1.OOO ha de terres cultivées, soit 
plus que la moyenne néerlandaise, i1 faudrait 
en premier lieu tendre à la réduction du nom- 
bre des petites exploitations. Dans les contrées 
ayant encore moins de petites exploitations, le 
remembrement est probablement immédiate- 
ment réalisable. 
Une deuxième condition est que la destination 
agricole des terres puisse être conservée pen- 
dant longtemps. Dans des contrées où l'on 
peut prévok qu'au cours des 30 8 40 ann& à 
venir, elles seront a b s o r b  dans la zone d'in- 
fluence d'un développement citadin, industriel 
OU récréatif, i1 vaut mieux ne pas faire de 
grands investissements pour la réforme de la 
structure agricole. Dans ce cas, de même qu'en 
sols pauvres, le remembrement devra s'effec- 
tuer avec prudence. 
Troisièmement, i1 faut que soient assurés, 
après achèvement des travaux de remembre- 
ment, un usage et une gestion convenables des 
nouvelles structures. 
ÉTUDES DES PRIORITES 
Pour la détermination de la priorité des re- 
membrements aux Pays-Bas, on détermine le 
rapport entre le revenu net annuel provenant 
du remembrement et le montant des capitaux 
investis nkessaires (effet d' investissement) et 
l'on tient compte également de la situation 
sociale, grâce à un système de cotation sp6- 
&le. 
L'inventaire effectué intéresse, en principe, 
toute la superficie des Pays-Bas. Les contrées 
prospect&% ont été divisées en 750 zones qui, 
du point de vue remembrement, pssèdent 
chacune une certaine unité. L'étendue moyen- 
ne des zones est de près de 3.000 ha. Bien que 
toutes les données aient été collecttk par zone, 
les dsultats sont reproduits (cf. les figures de la 
présente publication) en unités plus grandes, 
c.-à.-d. par région agricole. La figure 4 a été 
insérée pour plus de clarté (page 26). 
L'importance des facteurs conditionnant les 
améliorations foncières doit être trouvée dans 
les critères économiques et techniques suivant 
lesquels le remembrement est d'autant plus 
urgent que les bénéfices à en tirer en sont plus 
grands par rapport aux investissements. Les 
revenus sont exprimés en pour cent du rapport 
brut obtenu après remembrement et calculés 
ensuite en florins par hectare. Les revenus dus 
au remembrement découlent de la diminution 
des prix de revient et de l'augmentation du 
rapport brut. Leur détermination a été effec- 
t u k  en additionnant les bénéfices résultant des 
différentes catkgories d'améliorations fonciè- 
res. Du fait de ce procédé par addition, le 
niveau absolu des bénéfices est trop élevé. Les 
différences régionales sont rendues en la figure 
5 (page 29). 
Les investissements ont été évalués d'après les 
données de l'expérience acquise dans les zones 
terminées. Les frak ne pouvant être évalués 
avec précision OU devant rendre plus diflìcile la 
comparaison des contrées entre elles, n'ont pas 
été pris en considération. I1 en résulte une éva- 
luation quelque peu inférieure du niveau 
absolu des frais. La figure 6 montre les dif6 
rences régionales (page 30). 
Concemant le recueil de données et la signifì- 
cation de celles-ci pour chacune des améliora- 
tions foncières, les remarques suivantes peu- 
vent être faites. 
Parceliement et accessibilitd (a) 
L a  configuration parcellaire est un facteur 
primordial a m  Pays-Bas. Des données ont été 
rassemblées concernant la distance des par- 
celles à la ferme (en moyenne 1.100 m, prairies : 
1 .ux) m, terres cultivées: 1 .O00 m), la qualité du 
réseau routier (variant de 1 à 5, moyenne 3 
comme norme de réfémm), l'tendue des 
parcelles et leur nombre par exploitation 
(moyenne 4,3 parcelles de 2,5 ha), la forme des 
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parcelles (en moyenne 40 % du nombre total de 
parcelles sont de forme irrégulière) et wncer- 
nant la nécessité de transfert de fermes (7 % des 
constructions wnsidérées doivent être trans- 
fer&). D'une façon générale, les sols sablon- 
neux ont moins d'aptitude queceux des régions 
argileuses (fig. 7, page 35; tableau 2, page 36: 
quelques caractéristiques de la situation par- 
cellaire d'exploitations agricoles néerlandaises) 
Au cours du remembrement aux Pays-Bas, on 
peut parvenir en moyenne à une diminution 
des distances de 10%. Ajoutons que l'amélio- 
ration de la qualité des routes apporte un 
raccourcissement fictif et complementaire de 
30 %. En moyenne, le remembrement double 
la surface des parcelles et donne le plus sou- 
vent à celles-ci une forme rectangulaire. La 
répartition des 10% du revenu net qu'on est 
fondé d'attendre d'une technique de remem- 
brement normale par rapport à la situation 
parcellaire moyenne aux Pays-Bas a été don- 
née au tableau 3 pour les divers facteurs con- 
sidérés pour le remembrement (page 38 : reve- 
nu net en % du rapport brut à attendre pour 
les terres arables et pour les herbages). 
En cas de situation parcellaire s'écartant de la 
moyenne, i1 est possible d'opérer sur les nor- 
mes mentionnées dans les figures 8 bage 39), 
9 (page 40) et 10 (page 40). 
Amélioration du régime des eaux (6) 
Dans l'examen des besoins d'amélioration du 
régime des eaux, on ne s'attache qu'à l'élimi- 
nation des eaux nuisibles, ceci étant le plus 
important aux Pays-Bas. C o m e  norme, on a 
choisi à cet effet et pour l'hiver, les niveaux 
phréatiques de O à 20 et de 20 à 40 cm au- 
dessous du niveau du sol. Des recherches ont 
permis de wnstater que dans le quart des 
terra cultivées, aux Pays-Bas, le niveau phréa- 
tique hivemal est inférieur à 20 cm et que dans 
plus de la moitié du pays, l'eau monte à moins 
de 40 cm de la surface du sol (fig. 11, page 42). 
Le dommage ainsi cawé dépend surtout de la 
nature du sol et des prockdés de son utilisation. 
Après avoir évalué pour chaque catégorie de 
sol le rapport terre cultivée - herbage, on a 
procédé au calcul de la perte de revenu. Le 
revenu net que permet de prévoir l'améliorati- 
on du drainage est mentionné, pour quelques 
categories de sols, au tableau 4 (page 43: re- 
venu net % du rapport brut attendu). 
Amélioration du sol (c)  
Cette catégorie d'amélioration foncière est 
quelquefois appliquée à une parcelle isolée de 
terre OU d'autres fois â un ensemble remembré. 
De la totalité de la superficie de terres cultivées 
envisagée, 25 % entrent en ligne de wmpte pour 
amélioration du sol, associés à une réforme 
parcellaire. Le revenu net d'une améliora- 
amélioration du sol, associés à une redistribu- 
tion parcellaire. Le revenu net d'une améliora- 
tion du sol correctement exécutée est de 20% 
quand les travaux ne concement que pour une 
petite part la réforme parcellaire et de 5 % si la 
réforme parcellaire se situe au premier plan. 
Dans ce dernier cas, le revenu de la réforme 
parcellaire est déjà calculé dans le facteur par- 
cellement. 
Défrichement (d )  
Bien que les Pays-Bas n'aient plus depuis 
longtemps de grandes étendues incultes et bien 
qu'il soit peu souhaitable de faire de grands 
investissements pour mettre en valeur des 
terres généralement peu aptes à l'agriculture 
(les besoins en "espaces verts" doivent être 
aussi pris en considération); le facteur défri- 
chement n'en demeure pas moins important 
dans la détermination des priorités. Du point 
de vue technique, le quart des terres incultes 
existantes pourraient être défrichées. 
En admettant que la terre ainsi défrichée soit 
utilisée à l'agrandissement d'exploitations 
sous-dimensionnées, le revenu net par dixième 
de la superficie de la zone intéressée par le 
défrichement correspond à 3 3 %  du rapport 
brut prévu pour la totalité de la zone. 
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L’importance des facteurs sociaux &side dans 
le fait que le remembrement peut constituer un 
point de dkpart important pour le progr& 
social de nombreuses wntrées rurales. Les 
facteurs considérés sont rendus comparables à 
l’aide d’un systèm simple d‘appnkiations 
numériques. En se basant sur la loi des grands 
nombres, on a divisé les 750 zones, pour chac- 
un des facteurs, en une moitié qualifitk 
“bonne” et une moitié quali€iée “mauvaise”. 
A l‘intérieur de la mauvaise moitié, il a encore 
été fait distinction du “plus mauvais” quart. 
Ainsi ont été form& 3 catégones qui ont 
respectivement r q u  la note O: (“bonne” moi- 
tié), l : (“mauvais” quart), et 2 (“le plus mau- 
vais”). Tous les facteurs n’étant pas du même 
poids, la représentation suivante est utilisée. 
Une zone appartenant sous tous les rapports à 
la “bonne” moitié des Pays-Bas r w i t  la note 
O. Une zone classée à tous égards dans le “plus 
mauvais” quart reçoit la note 12, soit: 
revenu des chefs d’exploitations agricoles 4 
situation en contrée “9 développement éw- 
nomique” . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
situation en contrée géographiquement dé- 
favorable . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
nombre &habitations vétustes OU inadaptées 2 
nombre de branchements au réseau électri- 
q u e . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
nombre de branchements B l’eau potable . 1 
Concernant le rassemblement des données, les 
observations suivantes peuvent être faites au 
sujet de chacun des facteurs sociaux. 
Revenu des chefs d’exploitations agricoIes (e) 
Le remembrement moderne peut, en contrées 
rurales en sousexpension, conduire à une él& 
vation du niveau de vie. C‘est pourquoi des 
d m é e s  sur les revenus moyens ont été ras- 
semblks. Dans les cinq provinces à terres sa- 
blonneuses, les revenus sont inférieurs il la 
moyenne nationale. 
Situation en contrée “à développement dcono- 
mique” (f) 
Ces wntdes, dont la structure économique 
dénote un manque sérieux de possibilités 
d‘emploi, sont désignées par une loi. Comme, 
en même temps que l‘industrialisation, i1 ne 
faut pas négliger le progrb agricole, la situa- 
tion d’une zone de remembrement dam une 
telle contrée influe de fawn positive sur la 
&termination des priorités. 
Situation en contrée gdographiquement défavo- 
rabk (gl 
En w n t r h  géographiquement isolées OU dont 
les conditions sociales sont beaucoup plus 
défavorables que dans les régions environnan- 
tes, le remembrement peut exercer une in- 
fluence favorable. Aussi, un certain nombre de 
ces contrées ontelles été déterminées. 
Nombre d’habitatiom véturtes OU inadaptées (h) 
Le remembrement peut souvent être combiné 
avec l’adlioration de l’habitat dans les cam- 
pagnes. Bien plus, un grand nombre de mai- 
sons dénote l’existence de certaines déficiences 
d’ordre social. Les évaluations indiquent que 
le besoin d‘amélioration de l’habitat est sur- 
tout pressant dans les trois provinces septen- 
trionales. 
Nombre de branchements sur les réseaux publics 
dè distribution (i) 
Les travaux de remembrement permettent le 
branchement sur ks réseaux de distribution 
d’électricid et &eau potable. Ces deux services 
publics sont d’une importance primordiale 
pour le p r o e  de l’agriculture. Les statisti- 
ques ont montré qu’aux Pays-Bas, environ 
trois exploitations agricoles sur quam ont 
l’électricité; le tiers des exploitations, en 
moyenne, a l’eau potable. Ces insuffisances 
tendent heureusement de plus en plus à dis- 
paraftre. 
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LE DIAGRAMME DE  PRIOR^ 
La figure 12 (page 52) donne, a l'échelle natio- 
nale, une situation des investissements et 
revenus dus au remembrement rural. Le mon- 
tant total de ces investissements est ainsi évalué 
à 2.760 florins hollandais par hectare (a). Pour 
les raisons mentionnées précédemment, ce 
cMre  est trop bas : 3.400 florins hollandaii par 
hectare est considéré comme plus vraisembla- 
ble. Les revenus attendus du remembrement 
rural sont de florins hollandais 310 par hectare 
et par an (b); ce montant est, comme nous 
l'avons vu, problablement trop élevé. Nous 
donnons, sous (c) le détail de "l'effet d'investis- 
sement". 
Un aperçu régional de I'efet d'investissement 
est donné sur la figure 13 (page 54) et, sur la 
figure 14 (page 56), est représenté le retard 
social. Bien que les méthodes de calcul des 
deux group  de facteurs ne soient pas exemp- 
tes d'approximations, elles fournissent pour- 
tant des normes utilisables pour la comparai- 
son des régions entre elles. 
A l'avenir, tout projet de remembrement 
(après avoir satisfait aux trois conditions géné- 
rales sus-mentionnés) sera jugé encore d'après 
l'effet d'investissement et le retard social. En 
figure 15 (page 58) toutes les zones (représen- 
tant 2 millions d'ha) sont c l a s h  d'après ces 
normes. Les coordonnées sont divisées de O à 
0,30, en fonction de I 'det  de l'investissement. 
Les abscisses sont graduées de O à 12, confor- 
mément à l'estimation de la situation sociale. 
Les contrks à grand retard social et de grand 
effet d'investissement m i v e n t  la priorité. 
Elles se trouvent à la droite de la bande bleue 
(lignes I, II et m) et occupent me superíìcie 
de 0,5 million &hectares. Les contrBes à droite 
de la ligne N, mais à gauche de la bande 
bleue, sont également considé& comme ur- 
gentes, tandis que les contrBes s i t u k  à gauche 
de la ligne IV (0,7 million d'ha) ne le sont plus. 
LE PLAN PLURIANNUEL 
La politique future de remembrement aux 
Pays-Bas vise à une intensification Cnergique 
de la rationalisation tout en maintenant la 
production nationale agricole à peu près au 
même niveau. Cela nhssite une orientation 
dirigée des opérations. Divers calculs per- 
mettent de déduire qu'à l'avenir, encore un 
million et demi d'ha de t e m  cultivh feront 
l'objet de remembrement. Pour que ces super- 
ficies soient achevées respectivement vers 1990, 
2000 OU 2010, trois programmes ont été élabo- 
res (tableau 5, page 60: programme de remem- 
brement de 1.5OO.OOO ha). Au cours de la pé- 
riode 1960-1970, ces programmes exigeront 
respectivement 160 millions, 123 millions et 
110 millions de florins hollandais par an. Le 
gouvemement aura à choisir celui de ces pro- 
grammes qui sera mis en exécution, compte 
tenu des pssibilités matérielles d'exécution. 
C'est le programme no 2 qui est le plus facile- 
ment applicable. 
Enfin, i1 semble souhaitable que les opérations 
de remembrement fassent l'objet d'une répar- 
tition territoriale aux Pays-Bas (figure 16, page 
a), tant pour les organismes administratifs 
d'exécution que compte tenu de la main 
d'oeuvre. Bien que les remembrements aux 
Pays-Bas soient généralement effectuées sur- 
tout à l'aide de moyens mécaniques, ces tra- 
vaux peuvent nhunoins jouer un r6le impor- 
tant dans la ídation d'emplois. A &te de 
cela, il reste nhssaire, comme couronnement 
du remembrement, de promouvoir l'industria- 




EM PRIORITÄTSSCHEMA FÜR FLURBEREINI- 
GUNG IN DEN NIEDERLANDEN 
In den Niederlanden stellt die Regiemg einen 
Teil des Staatshaushaltes für die Modernisie- 
rung ländlicher Gebiete zur Verfügung. In 
vielen Fällen hat sich dabei die Flurbereini- 
gung als die beste Methode erwiesen, dieses 
Problem anzugehen, da ein Flurbereinigungs- 
projekt eine durchgreifende Emeuerung des 
Agrargebietes bewirkt. Wege und Wasser- 
läufe werden angelegt oder verbessert und zer- 
splitterte Betriebe werden zusammengelegt. 
Wo es wünschenswert und möglich ist, wird 
angestrebt, die Betriebe durch Aufstockung zu 
vergrössem. Die Wohnverhältnisse werden 
verbessert, wobei Wasserleitungen und Elek- 
tfitätszuleitungen angelegt werden. Dariiber 
EMUS wird der sozialen Entwicklung und der 
regionalen Industrialisierung Beachtung ge- 
schenkt. Diese umfassende Aktivität ist iiber- 
all in den Niederlanden anzutreffen (Abb. 1, 
Seite 10). 
Da das Bediirfnis nach Flurbereinigung um 
ein Vielfaches grösser ist als die jährlicbe finan- 
zielle und technische LeistungsFahigkeit der 
ausfiihrenden Dienststellen, war es notwendig, 
eine Untersuchung Ü b e r  die wünschenswertes- 
te Reihenfolge in der Durchführung der einzel- 
nen Massnahmen vorzunehmen. Zu diesem 
Zwecke wurde ein Mehrjahresplan fiir Flur- 
bereinigung aufgestellt, der die Grundlage für 
die Festsetzung der Priorität innerhalb dieser 
Gruppe von Investitionen bildet. 
Das Prioritätsschema fasst die Kenntnisse und 
Erfahrungen auf diesem Gebiet in ein System 
zusammen, welches heute in den Niederlanden 
recht gut anwendbar ist. Die Ergebnisse kön- 
nen nicht ohne weiteres auf andere Länder 
übertragen werden, wenngleich das entwickel- 
te System auch anderswo wertvolle Anhalts- 
punkte fiir die Prioritätsbestimmung bieten 
kann. 
VORAUSSETZUNGEN 
Bevor entschieden wird, wie bald ein bestimm- 
tes Gebiet für die Flurbereinigung inBetracht 
kommt, wird es in Bezug auf drie allgemeine 
Kriterien gepriift. 
Erstens muss die Betriebsgrössenstruktur die 
Möglichkeit einer verantwortungsbewussten 
Ausfiihrung der Flurbeminigung bieten. In den 
Niederlanden findet - ebenso wie in anderen 
Liindem Westeuropas und in den angelsäch- 
sischen Landem - eine schelle Abnahme der 
Zahl sehr kleiner landwirtschaftlicher Betriebe 
statt (Abb. 2, Seite 15; Tabelle 1, Seite 16: 
Veränderungen in der Zahl der hauptberuflich 
bewirtschafteten landwirtschaftlichen Kleinbe- 
triebe). Im Zuge diem Entwicklung ist es sehr 
wohl möglich, aber selbstverständlich nicht 
sicher, dass das frei werdende Land anderen 
Kleinbetrieben zugute kommt. Dies ist jedoch 
sicher, wem em solcher ubergang vom Staat 
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Zusammenfmsung 
im Rahmen eines Flurbereinigungsverfahrens 
gefördert wird. In Gebieten mit zahlreichen 
landwirtschaftlichen Kleinbetrieben kam da- 
her der Flurbereinigung als Mittel zur Be- 
triebsvergrösserung eine besondere Bedeutung 
zukommen. Infolgedessen ist es auch begriin- 
det, die Betriebsgrössenstruktur als Faktor in 
die Prioritiitsbestimmung aufzunehmen (Abb. 
3, Seite 17). In Gebieten mit mehr als 50-60 
Betrieben von 1-10 ha je lo00 ha landwirt- 
schaftlicher Nutzfläche (d.h. also mehr als der 
holländische Durchschnitt) sollte der erste 
Schritt in einer weiteren Abnahme in der Zahl 
der Kleinbetriebe bestehen. In Gebieten mit 
einer geringeren als der angegebenen Zahl ist 
die Flurbereinigung sofort durchfiihrbar. 
Zweitens muss die landwirtschaftliche Nut- 
zung des Geländes für eine geraume Zeit ge- 
sichert sein. Es ist besser keine grossen In- 
vestitionen für die landwirtschaftliche Neu- 
ordnung von Gebieten zu machen, die erwar- 
tungsgemäss in den nächsten 30-40 Jahren in 
die Einflusszone der stiidtischen oder industri- 
ellen EntwicWung geraten oder Erholungs- 
zwecken dienen werden. Hier, sowie auf den 
von Natur aus schlechten Baden, wird man 
mit der Durchfiihrung von Flurbereinigungs- 
projekten vorsichtig sein miissen. 
Drittens muss nach Beendigung der Flurbe- 
reinigungsarbeiten eine angemessene Bewirt- 
schaftung der Ländereien und der Gebäude in 
ihrem neuen Zustand gesichert sein. 
DIE PRIORITÄTSUNTERSUCHUNG 
Zur Bestimmung der Dringlichkeitsfolge in- 
nerhalb eines Flurbereinigungsverfahrens wur- 
de in den Niederlanden das Verhältnis zwischen 
dem aus der Flurbereinigung resultierenden 
jährlichen Reingewinn und den Kosten der die 
damit verbundenen Investitionen (d.i. die so- 
genannte Znvestitionsnutzung) kalkuliert, wäh- 
rend andererseits die soziale Lage mit Hilfe 
eines Punktsystems gekennzeichnet wurde. 
Die durchgefiihrte Bestandsaufnahme er- 
streckt sich grundsätzlich iiber die gesamten 
Niederlande. Die untersuchten Gebiete wur- 
den in 750 Blocks eingeteilt, von denen jeder, 
vom Gesichtspunkt der Flurbereinigung aus 
gesehen, mehr oder weniger eine Einheit bildet. 
Die mittlere Grösse der Blocks beträgt nahezu 
3000 ha. Obgleich alle Angaben je Block ge- 
sammelt wurden, sind die Ergebnisse in den 
Abbildungen dieser Veröffentlichung nur fiir 
grössere Einheiten, d.h. je Landbauzone, dar- 
gestellt worden. Dies wird durch Abb. 4 ver- 
deutlicht (!kite 26). 
Die Bedeutung der kulturtechnischen Faktoren 
soll in dem ökonomisch-technischen Kriterium 
gefunden werden, dass eine Flurbereinigung 
dort am dringendsten ist, wo bei verhältnis- 
mässig geringen Investitionskosten grosse 
Vorteile zu erzielen sind. Die Gewinne werden 
in Prozenten des nach der Flurbereinigung zu 
erwartenden Rohertrages ausgedriickt und 
dann in Gulden je ha umgerechnet. Die 
Flurbereinigungsgewhe ergeben sich aus 
einer Senkung des Kostenniveaus und einer 
Steigerung des Rohertrages; ihre Berechnung 
erfolgt durch Summierung der Vorteile, welche 
die einzelnen kulturtechnischen Verbesserun- 
gen mit sich bringen. Durch die Addition wird 
jedoch das absolute Niveau der Gewinne zu 
hoch. Die regionalen Untewchiede werden in 
Abb. 5 dargestellt (Seite 29). Die Znvestitions- 
kosten werden auf Grund von Erfahrungen in 
fertiggestellten Blocks geschätzt. Kosten, die 
nicht einigermassen genau geschätzt werden 
konnten, oder die einen gegenseitigen Ver- 
gleich der Gebiete erschweren wiirden, blieben 
ausser Ansatz. Die absolute Höhe der Kosten 
wurde dadurch etwas zu niedrig ausgewiesen. 
Abb. 6 zeigt die regionalen Unterschiede 
(Seite 30). 
Was das Sammeln der Daten und ihre Bedeu- 
tung betrifft, so kann fiir die einzehen kuitur- 
technischen Faktoren folgendes gesagt werden : 
Parzellierung und Erschliessung (a) 
Der Zustand der Parzellierung ist in den Nie- 
derlanden ein sehr wichtiger Faktor. Zur 
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Charakterisierung dieses Zustandes wurden 
folgende Angaben gesammelt : Entfernung 
zwischen dem Gehöft und den einzelnen Par- 
zellen (durchschnittlich 1100 m; Grünland 
1200 m, Ackerland lo00 m), Qualität des 
Strassen- und Wegenetzes (schwankend zwi- 
schen 1 und 5,  wobei der Durchschnitt von 3 
als Bezugsgrösse zugrunde gelegt wurde), Par- 
zellengrösse und Anzahl der Parzellen je Be- 
trieb (durchschnittlich 4,3 Parzellen von 2,5 
ha), Parzellenform (im Durchschnitt haben 
40% der Gesamtzahl der Pamllen eine un- 
regelmässige Form) und Notwendigkeit der 
Aussiedlung (von der Gesamtzahl der in Frage 
kommenden Gebäude müssten 7% verlegt 
werden). Im allgemeinen zeigen die Gebiete 
mit Sandbiiden em schlechteres Bild als die 
Marschgebiete mit Tonböden (Abb. 7, Seite 
35; Tabelle 2, Seite 36: Einige Angaben zur 
Kennzeichnung der Parzellierungsverhältnisse 
in holländischen Landwirtschaftsbetrieben). 
Bei der durchschnittlichen holländischen 
Flurbereinigung ist eine Verkiirmng der Feld- 
entfemung von 10% zu erreichen. Daneben 
liefert die Verbessenmg der Wegequalität 
noch eine “scheinbare” Verkiirzung von 
30%. Die Pamllengrösse wird im Durch- 
schnitt verdoppelt, während die Parzellenform 
vonviegend rechteckig wird. Tabelle 3 zeigt 
die Verteilung des Reingewinnes in HÖhe von 
10 %, der bei mittleren holländischen Pamllie- 
rungsverhältnissen von einern normalen Flur- 
bereinigungsverfahren erwartet werden kann, 
auf die einzelnen Parzellierungsfaktoren. 
(Seite 38: Erwartete Reingewinne für Acker- 
und Griinland in Prozent des zu erwartenden 
Rohertrages). Bei Pamllierungsverhältnissen, 
die vom Durckhnitt abweichen, kann mit 
den Normen gearbeitet werden, die in den 
Abbildungen 8 (Seite 39), 9 (Seite 40) und 10 
(Seite 40) wiedergegeben sind. 
Wasserhamhalt (b) 
Bei der Durchführung einer Bestandsaufnah- 
me hinsichtlich des Bediirfnisses nach einer 
Verbesserung des Wasserhaushalts wurde nur 
der Beseitigung von Wasserüberschüssen Be- 
achtung geschenkt, wei1 dieser in den Nieder- 
landen die grijsste Bedeutung zukommt. Als 
Kennzeichen fiir das Vorhandensein eines 
Wasserüberschusses wurden Wintergrund- 
wasserstände von 0-20 cm und von 20-40 cm 
unter der Erdoberfläche zugrunde gelegt. 
Bei den Untersuchungen ergab sich, d a s  
fiir em Viertel der landwirtschaftlichm Nutz- 
Uche in den Niederlanden der Grundwasser- 
stand im Winter weniger als 20 cm beträgt, 
während fiir die Hätfte der Gesamtfläche das 
Grundwasser bis auf weniger als 40 cm an- 
steigt (Abb. 11, Seite 42). Der dadurch ver- 
ursachte Schaden ist vor allem von der 
Bodenart und der Bodennutzung abhängig. 
Nachdem fiir jede Bodenklasse das Acker- 
Grünland-Verhältnis geschätzt worden war, 
wurde der Ertragsverlust berechnet. Die durch 
eine Verbessenmg der Wasserableitung zu er- 
wartenden Reingewinne sind für einige Boden- 
klassen in Tabelle 4 wiedergegeben (Seite 43: 
Reingewinne in Prozent des zu erwartenden 
Rohertrages). 
Bodenverbesserung (e) 
Diese kulturtechnische Massnahme wird 
m c h m a l  auf einer einzigen Parzelle durch- 
gefiart, manchmal jedoch im Rahmen der 
Neuaufteilung einer ganzen Gruppe von Par- 
zellen. Von der insgesamt in die Betrachtung 
einbezogener landwirtschaftlichen Nutzflziche 
kommen 25 % neben den Parzellienmgsarbei- 
ten fiir Meliorationen in Frage. Die Rein- 
gewinne einer gut ausgeführten Bodenverbes- 
serung betragen 20%, wenn die Arbeiten 
nur zu einem kleinen Teil aus Parzellierungs- 
arbeiten bestehen und 5%, wenn die letztere 
stark in den Vordergrund tritt. Im letztgenann- 
ten Falle sind die Gewinne, die aus Parzellie- 
mgsarbeiten resultieren, bereits bei dem Par- 
zellierungsfaktor hinzugerechnet. 
Urbarmachung (d)  
Obgleich Holland keine ausgedehnten ad -  
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landgebiete mehr kennt, und da es - te& im 
Zusammenhang mit dem Bediirfnis nach Er- 
holungsgelände - auch nicht wiinschenswert 
erscheint, diese im allgemeinen fiir die Land- 
wirtschaft wenig geeigneten Böden mit grossen 
Kosten zu Kulturland zu machen, spielt der 
Urbarmachungsfaktor bei der Prioritätsbe- 
stimmung doch eine gewisse Rolle. Vom tech- 
nischen Standpunkt aus gesehen könnte ein 
Viertel des vorhandenen odlandes in Kultur- 
land umgewandelt werden. Vorausgesetzt, 
dass die urbar gemac&m Ländereien fïur Auf- 
stockungszwecke benutzt werden, sind die 
Reingewinne fiir je 10% der Fläche eines 
Blocks, die fiir die Urbannachung in Betracht 
kommt, auf 3 3  % des N erwartenden Roher- 
trages des Blocks angesetzt worden. 
Die Bedeutung der sozialen Faktoren liegt in 
der Tatsache, dass die Flurbereinigung in 
vielen ländlichen Gebieten ein wichtiger An- 
kniipfungspunkt fiir die Verbesserung der 
sozialen Verhältnisse sein kann. Die betrach- 
teten Faktoren sind mit Hilfe eines einfachen 
Punktsystems vergleichbar gemacht worden. 
Mittels Häufigkeitsverteilung sind fiir jeden 
Faktor die 750 Blocks in eine “gute” und eke  
“schlechte” Hälfte geteilt worden. Innerhalb 
der schlechten Hälfte wurde noch das “schlech- 
teste” Viertel unterschieden. Auf diese Weise 
entstanden 3 Klassen, welchen O (“gute Hälf- 
te”), 1 C‘schlechtesviertel”) und 2 (“schlechtes- 
tes Viertel”) Punkte zugeteilt wurden. Danicht 
alle Faktoren gleich schwer wiegen, kam fol- 
gendes Schema zur Anwendung: Ein Block, 
der in jeder Hinsicht zur “guten” Halfte Hol- 
lands gehört, erhält O Punkte. Ein Block, der 
in allem zum “schkhtesten” Viertel gerechnet 
wird, bekommt 12 Punkte, nämlich: 
EinkommenderBetriebsinhaber . . . . .  4 
Durchschnittseinkommen der Betriebsin- 
h a b e r . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 
Lage in einem wirtschaftlichen Entwick- 
lungsgebiet. . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Ungiinstigegeographischehige . . . . .  2 
AnzahlderElendswohnungen . . . . . .  2 
Anzahl der Anschliisse an das Elektrizitäts- 
n e t z . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Anzahl der Anschliisse an die Trinkwasser- 
leitung . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
Was die Sammlung der Unterlagen betrifft, so 
kann fiir jeden der Sozialfaktoren noch folgen- 
des gesagt werden : 
Einkommen der Betriebsinhaber (e )  
Die moderne Flurbereinigung kann in länd- 
lichen Gebieten mit verzögerter Entwicklung 
zur Erhöhung des Wohlstandzs fiihren. Des- 
halb wurden auch die Daten des Durch- 
schnittseinkommens gesammelt. In den 5 
Sandprovinzen liegt das Einkommen niedriger 
als der Landesdurchschnitt. 
Luge in einem wirtschaftlichen Entwicklungsge- 
biet ( f )  
Diese Gebiete, in denen ein ernstlicher struk- 
tureller Mangel an Arbeitsgelegenheit besteht, 
werden durch Gesetz ausgewiesen. Da neben 
der Industrialisierung auch die Förderung der 
Landwirtschaft nicht vergessen werden darf, 
iibt die Lage eines Flurbereinigungsblocks in 
einem derartigen Gebiet einen positiven Ein- 
fluss auf die Dringlichkeit des Untemehmens 
aus. 
Zugehörigkeit zu einem Gebiet mit ungiinstiger 
geographischer Lage (g)  
In Gebieten, die gwgraphisch abgesondert 
liegen, oder in denen die sozialen Verhältnisse 
erheblich ungiinstiger sind als in den um- 
liegenden Landesteilen, kann eine Flurbereini- 
gung besonders giinstig wirken. Aus diesem 
Grunde wurde eine Anzahl Gebiete dieser Art 
abgegrenzt. 
Anzahl der Elendswohnungen (h)  
Die Flurbereinigung  ka^ oft mit einer Ver- 
bessenmg der Wohnverhältnisse auf dem 
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Lande gekoppelt werden. Eine grosse Anzahl 
armseliger, baufalliger Häuschen ist obendrein 
ein Zeichen dafiir, dass in der bctreffenden 
Volksgemeinschaft gewisse Mängel bestehen. 
Die Untersuchungen haben ergeben, dass vor 
allem in den nördlichen Provinzen das Bediirf- 
nis nach Beseitigung der Elendswohnungen am 
grössten ist. 
Anzahl der Anschliisse an öflentliche Versor- 
gungsnefze (i) 
Bei der Flurbereinigung können die Gebäude 
an das Elektrizitätsnetz und an die Trink- 
wasserleitung angeschlossen werden. Beide 
Anlagen sind fur die Entwicklung der Land- 
wirtschaft von besonderer Bedeutung. Bei den 
ahlungen hat sich ergeben, dass in Holland 
durchschnittlich 3 von je 4 Betrieben an das 
Elektrizitätsnetz angeschlossen sind unddurch- 
schnittlich einer von je 3 Betrieben eine Trink- 
wasserleitung hat. Dieser Mangelzustand wird 
gliicklichenveise immer mehr beseitigt. 
DAS PRIORITÄTSSCHEMA 
In Abb. 12 (Seite 52) ist eine Landesiibersicht 
der veranschlagten Investitionen und Gewinne 
bei Flurbereinigungen gegeben. Die gesamten 
Investitionsausgaben betragen laut Kosten- 
voranschlag HFI 2760.- je ha (a). Aus den 
bereits friiher genannten Griinden ist dieser 
Betrag jedoch etwas zu niedrig: HFl 3400.- 
je ha werden für wahrscheinlicher gehalten. 
Die aus der Flurbereinigung zu erwartenden 
Gewinne belaufen sich auf HFl 310.- je ha 
und Jahr (b); dieser Betrag ist aber - wie schon 
erwähnt - vermutlich zu hoch. Unter c ist eine 
Spezifizierung der Investitionsnutzung wieder- 
gegeben. 
Eine regionale Ubersicht der Znvesritionmuf- 
rung zeigt Abb. 13 (Seite 54), während in Abb. 
14 (Seite 56) der soziule Riickstand dargestellt 
ist. Obgleich die Berechnungsmethoden jeweils 
nur zu einem “annähemden” Ergebnis fiihren, 
liefem sie doch brauchbare MaDstäbe fiir 
einen gegenseitigen Vergleich der einzelnen 
Gebiete. 
In Zukunft wird jedes Flurbereinigungspro- 
jekt - nachdem den &ei vorgenannten allge- 
meinen Bedingungen Geniige geleistet worden 
ist - an Hand der Investitionsnutzung und des 
sozialen Riickstandes beurteilt werden. In 
Abb. 15 (Seite 58) sind alle Blocks (2 Millio- 
nen ha) dementsprechend geordnet. Die Be- 
urteilung der Investitionsnutzung ist auf der 
horizontalen Achse abgetragen, die eine Ska- 
leneinteilung von O bis 0,30 besitzt. Die verti- 
kale Achse hat eine Skaleneinteilung von O 
bis 12, entsprechend der Beurteilung des sozi- 
alen Zustandes. Gebiete, die in dieser Hinsicht 
einen grossen Riickstand aufweisen und die 
eine hohe Investitionsnutzung zeigen, haben 
den höchsten Vorrang. Sie liegen rechts des 
blauen Bandes (Linien I, I1 und III) und neh- 
men eine Fläche von 0,5 Millionen ha ein. 
Gebiete rechts von Linie IV, aber links des 
blauen Bandes sind auch noch dringlich, wäh- 
rend die links von Linie IV gelegenen Gebiete 
(0,7 Millionen ha) nicht mehr als dringlich an- 
gesehen werden. 
DER WHRJAHRESPLAN 
Die kiinftige Flurbereinigungspolitik in den 
Niederlanden richtet sich auf eine kräftige 
Steigerung der Rationalisiemg bei einer un- 
gefähr gleichbleibenden nationalen Gesamter- 
zeugung an Agrarprodukten. Hierbei ist eine 
zielbewusste Auswahl der durchzufiihrenden 
Arbeiten notwendig. Aus verschierlenen Be- 
rechnungen kann abgeleitet werden, dass in 
Zukunft noch 1,5 Millionen ha landwirt- 
schaftliche Nutzfliiche fiir eine Flurbereinigung 
in Betracht kommen kannen. Um diese Fläche 
bis zum Jahre 1990 bzw. 2000 bzw. 2010 fertig 
zu haben, wurden drei “Abstimmungspro- 
gramme” aufgestellt (Tabelle 5, Seite 60: 
Flurbereinigungsprogramme fiir 1.500.000 ha). 
In der Zeitspanne 1960-1970 erfordein dieSe 
Programme 160 bzw. 123 bzw 110 Millionen 
Gulden pro Jahr. Die Regierung wird ent- 
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scheiden, welches Programm ausgefiihrt wer- 
den soll. Vom Gesichtspunkt des fiir die Aus- 
fiihrung zur Verfiigung stehenden technischen 
Apparates aus gesehen, spricht das meiste fiir 
Programm 2. 
Schliesslich ist es auch erwiinscht, dass die 
Flurbereiniungsobjekte in den Niederlanden 
einigermassen iiber das game Land verteilt 
sind (Abb. 16, Seite 64), sowohl im Interesse 
der ausführenden Organe, als auch im Hin- 
blick auf die Arbeitslage. Wenn auch die nor- 
male Ausfiihrung der Flurbereinigung in den 
Niederlanden vorwiegend auf mechanische 
Weise erfolgt, so können diese Arbeiten 
fiir die Schafftmg von Arbeitsmöglichkeiten 
doch immer noch eine bedeutsame Rolle spie- 
len. Daneben verbleibt das BediirfniS nach 
einer weitergehenden Industrialisiemg inner- 
halb des betreffenden Gebietes oder in seiner 




ESQUEMA DE PRIORIDAD DELA 
CONCENTRACI~N PARCELARIA 
EN HOLANDA 
En Holanda, el Gobiemo, destina parte del 
Presupuesto a la modemización del agro. En 
muchos casos, la conmtración parcelaria ha 
demostrado que es el mejor medio de aco- 
meter este problema, ya que un proyecto de 
concentración parcelaria puede cambiar de 
fisonomía completamente toda una región 
agrícola: Se construyen o mejoran caminos y 
canales y se agrupan las parelas de explota- 
ciones muy divididas; se tiende a aumentar el 
tamaño de las explotaciones donde sea posible 
y aconsejable; se introducen mejoras en las 
para la determinación de prioridades dentro 
de este grup0 homogéneo de inversiones. 
El esquema de prioridad recoge los conoci- 
mientos y experiencias sobre este punto en un 
sistema razonablemente aplicable en Holanda 
a la hora actual. Per0 sus resultados no pueden 
trasladarse sin alteración a otros paises, si 
bien el sistema desarrollado puede ofrecer un 
punto de referencia para establecer un orden 
de prioridad en otras regiones. 
CONDICrONEs PREVIAS 
Antes de juzgar sobre la rapidez con que se ha 
de emprender la concentración parcelaria de 
un determinado terreno, se aplican tres con- 
diciones generales. 
condiciones de habitabilidad, construyéndo se 
abastecimientos de agua potable é instalán- 
dose la electricidad; se presta, asimismo, aten- 
ción al desenvolvimiento de carácter social y a 
la industrialización regional. Todas estas acti- 
vidades múltiples tienen lugar en Holanda, 
más o menos, en todo el territorio nacional 
(fig. 1, pág. 10). 
Como la necesidad de la concentración parce- 
laria es muchas veces mayor que la capacidad 
hanciera y técnica de los servicios que ha de 
realizarla, fué precis0 un estudio a fond0 de 
todos los proyectos para fijar u1 orden de 
prioridad en Ia ejecución de los mismos. A este 
efecto se estableció un plan multi-anual de 
concentración parcelaria, seiíalando las reglas 
En primer lugar, la estructura dimensional de 
la explotación debe permitir se justifique la 
ejecución del plan. En Holanda - al igual que 
en los demás países anglosajones y de Europa 
Occidental - se registra una rápida disminu- 
ción de las explotaciones muy pequeñas (fig. 2, 
pág. 15; tabla 1, pág. 16: cambios en el núme- 
ro de pequeiias explotaciones de las cuales el 
jefe de familia tiene en la agricultura SU ocupa- 
ción más importante). En esta evolución es 
posible, aunque desde luego no es seguro, que 
el terrenoque vaya ponikndose en cultivo se 
destine a completar otras explotaciones pe- 
queñas. Así ocurre cuando ello es promovido 
por el Gobiemo para la concentracibn paree- 
laria. En zonas con muchas explotaciones agrí- 
colas pequeñas, está espialmente indicada la 
concentración parcelaria como instrumento de 
engrandecimiento de explotaciones agrícolas. 
Es, por lo tanto, de razón que la estructura di- 
mensional constituya un factor a tener en cu- 
enta en la determinación de prioridades (fig. 3, 
pág. 17). En las zonas con más de 50-60 ex- 
plotaciones de 1 a 10 Ha por lo00 Ha de super- 
ficie cultivable (esto es más que el término 
medio en Holanda) hay que empezar por 
reducir el número de las pequeñas explota- 
ciones. Las zonas que tengan menos de este 
número, la concentración parcelaria se impone 
inmediatamente. 
En segundo lugar, la utilización agrícola de la 
tierra debe estar asegurada durante un con- 
siderable periodo. Es mejor no invertir mucho 
dmero en la reorganización agrícola de zonas 
que en los próximos 30 a 40 años caerán den- 
tro de la esfera de influencia municipal, in- 
dustrial Ó recreativa. En estos casos, como en 
el de terrenos pobres, hay que proceder con 
mucha prudencia antes de lanzarse a la 
ejecución de proyectos de concentración par- 
celaria. 
Y en tercer lugar, han de estar garantizados, 
después dela ejecución de la concentración 
parcelaria, el uso adecuado razonable y la 
administración de terrenos y obras en la 
nueva situación creada. 
ESTUDIO DEL ORDEN DE P R I O R I D A D  
Para establecer el orden de prioridad en la 
ejecución de los proyectos de conmtración 
parcelaria, en Holanda, se utiliza una clasifìca- 
ción, que es conmencia de la relación entre 
los beneficios netos anuales de la concentra- 
ciÓn y los gastos de inversión (efecto aé inver- 
sión), teniendo en menta la situacidn social 
que se aprecia mediante un sistema de puntos 
adecuado. 
Elestudio de referencia se extiende en principio 
a toda Holanda. Las regiones investigadas en el 
mismo, se han dividido en 750 zonas, cada uno 
de los cuales constituye una unidad desde el 
punto de vista de la concentración parcelaria. 
La media del tamaiío de cadazona es aproxima- 
damente de 3,000 Has. Aunque han sido reuni- 
dos todos los datos por zona, sus resultados se 
reflejan en los gráficos de esta pubIicación por 
unidades mayores, a saber, por unidad agrí- 
cola. Se ha tomado como ilustración la fig. 4 
@ág. 26). 
La importancia de los factores aé mejora de la 
tierra se encuentra en la idea técnicoeconó- 
mica de que la concentración parcelaria es 
más urgente allí donde puedan lograrse gran- 
des ventajas con gastos relativamente bajos. 
Los benejicios son expresados en porcentajes 
de cosecha bruta previsible después de la con- 
centración y luego reducidos a florines por 
hectárea. Los beneficios de la concentración 
parcelaria se derivan de la reducción del nivel 
de gastos y del aumento del rendimiento bruto. 
Y se detenninan mediante la suma de los bene- 
ficios que dependen de las distintas mejoras de 
la tierra. Per0 por este procedimiento de suma, 
el nivel absoluto de los beneficios es demasiado 
alto. Las diferencias regionales se indican en la 
fig. 5 (pag. 29). Los gastos aé inversión son 
calculados mediante la experiencia adqui- 
rida en las zonas mejoradas. Los gastos que 
no han podido calcularse con precisión sufi- 
ciente o que serían dificil para la comparación 
de las zonas entre sí, no se han tenido en cuen- 
ta. De ahí que el nivel absoluto de los gastos 
sea algo inferior a la realidad. La figura 6 nos 
indica la diversidad regional (pág. 30). 
Respecto a la reunión de datos y a SU impor- 
tancia, se pueden hacer las siguientes observa- 
ciones para ca& uno de los factores de mejora 
de la tierra. 
Parcelación y accesibilidad (a) 
El estado de parcelación en Holanda es un 
factor muy importante. Se han reunido datos 
sobre la distancia de las tierras a la granja 
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(promedio 1,100 metros, pastos 1,200 metros, 
campos de cultivo 1,OOO metros); sobre el 
estado de la red de caminos (varian de 3 a 5, 
habiéndose tomado el promedio de 3 mmo 
nivel de control); sobre las dimensiones de los 
lotes y SU número por explotación (promedio 
4,3 lotes de 2,s Ha.); sobre Ia forma de los 
lotes (un 40% del número total de lotes con 
forme irregular) y sobre la necesidad de des- 
plazamiento a nuevas edificaciones agrícolas 
(el 7 % del total de las construcciones referidas 
deben ser trasladadas). En ténninos generales, 
los suelos arenosos presentan una situación 
peor que los arcillosos (fig. 7, pág. 35; tabla 2, 
pág. 36: algunas caracteristicas de la situación 
de parcelación de explotaciones holandesas). 
En la concentración holandesa hay que conse- 
guir una reducción de distancia del 10%. 
Añádase a est0 que la mejora del estado de los 
caminos ha de procurar una reducción suple- 
mentaria “aparente” del 30%. El tamaño del 
lote se duplica por término medio y la forma 
resulta predominantemente rectangular. 
La tabla 3 muestra la distribución sobre los 
factores de parcelación del 10% de beneficio 
neto, que se calcula, en Holanda, con las 
tbicas  normales de concentración parcelaria 
@ág. 38 : beneficio net0 en % del rendimiento 
previsto que cabe esperar para las tierras de 
cultivo y de pasto). 
En las situaciones de parcelación que difieran 
del porcentaje, se puede operar con las nor- 
mas indicadas en las figuras 8 @ág. 39), 9 
@ág. 40) y 10 @ág. 40). 
Administracidn de las aguas (6) 
Al redactar un estudio, referente a la necesidad 
de mejorar la administración de las aguas, só10 
se ha tenido en cuenta la eliminación de los 
daños que el agua produce, siendo éste el 
aspect0 mas importante a considerar en Ho- 
landa. Se ha seguido el criterio para medir la 
acci6n perjudicial de las aguas, la permanencia 
de capas frdticas en inviemo por debajo del 
nivel del terreno de 0-20 y de 20-40 cm. La in- 
vestigación hecha indica que en una cuarta 
parte del terreno cultivable en Holanda el 
nivel del agua subterránea en inviemo se en- 
cuentra a menos de 20 cm., y en más de la 
mitad de Holanda el agua no llega a m h  de 
40 cm. (fig. 11, pig. 42). El &o producido por 
esta causa depende sobretodo de la naturaleza 
del suelo y de las labores. La pérdida en co- 
secha fué calculada despuks de haberse estima- 
do la clase del suelo por la relación de tierra 
arable de pasto. La tabla 4 señala el beneficio 
net0 previsto después de la mejora de los 
desagües en algunas clases de terrenos (pág. 
43 : beneficio net0 en % del rendimiento bruto 
esperado). 
Mejora del terreno ( c )  
Esta clase de mejora es aplicada algunas veces 
a una sola parcela de tierra y también para 
reagrupar una zona. Del total de los terrenos 
mltivables considerados, el 25 % est& indica- 
dos para ser objeto de mejora del suelo. El 
beneficia net0 de un proyecto de mejora bien 
realizado es el 20% cuando se dedica una 
pequeña parte del trabajo a reagrupar y un 5 % 
cuando la concentración es de mayor conside- 
ración. En este Último caso, los beneficios de 
la concentración están incluídos en el factor 
de parcelación. 
Preparacidn de la tierra para la producción (d)  
Aunque Holanda no tiene grandes extensiones 
de terreno incultivado y aunque no se desea 
emplear gandes sumas para hacerlos pasar al 
estado de terrenos de cultivo (&be tenerse en 
cuenta la necesidad de lugares de recreo), el 
factor de p repc ión  de la tierra es aún de 
alguna importancia en la detenninación de 
prioridades. Desde un punto de vista técnico, 
la cuarta parte de los terrenos incultivados 
(yermos) existentes pueden ser preparados para 
ser roturados. Si da previamente por sen- 
tad0 que el suelo objeto de preparación se va a 
utilizar para el engrandeeimient0 de la explo- 
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Resumen 
tación, los beneficios netos de cada 100,; de la 
superficie de la zona destinada a ser roturada 
representan un 3 3  % del rendimiento bruto 
calculado de la zona. 
La importancia de los factores sociales radica 
en el hecho de que un proyecto de concentra- 
ción parcelaria constituye en muchas zonas 
rurales un importante punto de partida para la 
mejora de las condiciones sociales. Los fac- 
tores considerados se han hecho comparables 
por medio de un sencillo sistema de puntos. 
Con auxilio de la distribución de frecuencias, 
las 750 zonas se han dividido en una mitad 
“buena” y otra “mala”, por cada factor. Y 
dentro de la mitad “mala” se ha distinguido 
una cuarta parte como la “ p r ” .  De este modo 
se han creado tres clases que Se puntuan, 
respectivamente: O (mitad “buena”), 1 (cuarta 
parte “mala”) y 2 puntos (cuarta parte “pési- 
ma”). Siendo así que todos los factores no son 
del mismo peso, resulta la siguiente configura- 
ción. Una zona que pertenece bajo todos los 
aspectos a la mitad “buena” de Holanda, tiene 
O puntos. Una zona que en todas sus partes 
corresponde a la cuarta “pésima”, tiene 12 
puntos, a saber: 
Ingresos de los capitulos de granjas . . . 4 
Situación en una zona de desarrollo econó- 
mico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Situación geográfica desfavorable . . . . 2 
Número decasashadecuadas . . . . . . 2 
Número de instalaciones eléctricas . . . . 1 
Número de instalaciones de agua corriente . 1 
En cuanto a la reunión de datos, se pueden 
hacer las siguientes observaciones para cada 
uno de los factores sociales. 
Ingreso de los capitulos de granjm (e) 
La concentración parcelaria puede elevar el 
nivel de vida de zonas agrícolas retrasadas. De 
ahí que se hayan recogido datos sobre los in- 
gresos por término medio. En las cinco pro- 
vincias arenosas, los ingresos están mas bajos 
que en el centro del pais. 
Situación en una zona de desarrollo económico ( f )  
Estos territorios en que existe una seria esca- 
sez estructural de empleo de mano de obra 
están indicados por la Ley. Porque no solo hay 
que tener en cuenta la industrialización sin0 el 
desarrollo agrícola, ya que la situación de una 
zona de concentración parcelaria en una 
superficie de este tipo, es considerada en favor 
de la determinación de prioridades. 
Situación geografica desfavorable (g )  
La concentración parcelaria es de un efecto 
favorable en zonas aisladas gwgráficamente o 
en superficies en las que las condiciones socia- 
les no son tan favorables como en las partes- 
circundantes del pais. Ha sido delimitado 
por 10 tanto un número de superficies de este 
tipo. 
Número de casas inadecuadas (h)  
La concentración parcelaria puede con fre- 
cuencia combinarse con la mejora de la vivien- 
da en el campo. Por otra parte, la existencia de 
un gran número de viviendas en malas condi- 
ciones revela la presencia de ciertas deficien- 
cias sociales. Los dlculos han indicado que 
donde mayor es la necesidad de mejorarlas es 
en las tres provincias nórdicas. 
Núrnero de instalaciones de servicios de utilidad 
pública ( i )  
Mediante el plan de concentración parcelaria, 
las edificaciones puedendisponer de instalación 
eléctrica y conducción de agua potable. Am- 
bas condiciones son de suma importancia para 
el desarrollo de la agricultura. Se& datos 
obtenidos en Holanda un promedio de 3 de 
cada 4 granjas disponen de instalaciones eik- 
tricas y una de cada 3 granjas, de conducción 
de agua potable. Afortundamente estas defi- 
ciencias e s t h  siendo vencidas cada dia en 
mayor proporción. 
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EL ESQUEMA DE PRIORIDAD 
La figura 12 (pag. 52) da una idea nacional de 
las inversiones y beneficios calculados con la 
concentración parcelaria. Según estos dlculos 
el gasto total de inversión asciende a 2.760 fl. 
por Ha. (a). Por las razones ya señaladas, esta 
cantidad es algo baja; 3.400 tl. sería un dlculo 
más probable. Los beneficios que se calcula 
sacar de la concentración parcelaria menden 
a 310 fl. por Ha. al añ0 (b); esta cantidad es, 
segúnse ha dicho, demasiado alta. En el apar- 
tad0 c. se ha explicado lo relativo al efecto de 
inversión. 
Un resumen regional del efecto de la inversión 
se dá en la fig. 13 (pág. 541, mientras la fig. 14 
(pag. 56) representa la situación social desfa- 
vorable. Aunque los métodos de calcular am- 
bos grupos de factores no están libres de erro- 
res, no obstante suministrandatos Útiles para 
comparar las zonas. 
En el futuro, cada proyecto de concentración 
parcelaria (después de satisfechas las tres con- 
diciones generales ya citadas) sera valorado 
por el efecto de inversión y la situación social. 
En la figura 15 @ág. 58) todas las zonas (dos 
millones de Has) se han clasificado según 
estas normas. El eje de abcisas tiene una escala 
con divisiones desde O a 0,30, conforme al cri- 
terio del efecto de inversión. Y el eje de orde- 
nadas tiene una división escalar de O a 12, 
según la valoración de la situación social. Así 
los tenitorios con gran atraso social y un ele- 
vado efecto de inversión tienen prioridad ab- 
soluta. Se encuentran a la derecha de la franja 
azul (líneas I, LI y UI) y ocupan una superficie 
de 0,5 millones Has. Las zonas a la derecha de 
la linea IV, per0 a la izquierda de la franja 
azul son también de urgenCia, mientras que las 
situadas a la uquierda de la linea IV (0,7 mil- 
lones de Has) han dejado de tener carácter 
urgente. 
PLAN MULTI-ANUAL 
La politica de concentración parcelaria futura 
en Holanda está orientada hacia una intensiva 
racionalización, permaneciendo la producción 
agrícola nacional bruta, aproximadamente, al 
mismo nivel. Las operaciones deben por tanto 
ser seleccionadas en una forma preconixbida. 
De los distintos dlculos efectuados, se deduce 
que en el futuro tendrh que someterse a la 
concentración parcelaria millÓ0 y medio de 
hectáreas de tierra cultivable. A fin de com- 
pletar esta superficie para 1.990, 2000 o 2.010 
respectivamente se han elaborado tres pro- 
gramas (tabla 5, pág. 60: plan de concentra- 
ción parcelaria de 1.500.000 Has). Durante el 
period0 1960-1 970 estos programas requerirh 
160 millones de florines anuales, i 26 millones 
de florines anuales y 11 O millones de florines 
anuales respectivamente. El Gobiemo decidirá 
cual de estos programas ha de ponerse en eje- 
cución. Considerado desde el punto de vista de 
Útiles (facilidades) disponibles para la puesta 
en marcha del plan, el no 2 es el mas apropiado. 
Resumiendo, parece aconsejable que las ope- 
raciones de concentración parcelaria en Holan- 
da tengan una cierta difusión (fig. 16 pág. 64) 
tanto por los organismos de ejecución, como 
por la situación de empleo de mano de obra. 
Aunque la concentración parcelaria en Holan- 
da es realizada comentemente por medios 
mecánicos, el trabajo juega una parte impor- 
tante en el mercado del trabajo. Además, la 
necesidad de la industrialización de dentro 6 
cerca del área afectada, determina la urgencia 
de terminar el proyecto de concentración. 
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